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ASANSOL – HERITAGE and TOURISM AMIDST RAILWAYS

History of Asansol

Asansol is the second largest as well as the second most populous city in West Bengal and the 39th largest city in India. 

Presently, Asansol is the district headquarters of  Paschim Bardhaman District. The city is surrounded by innumerable 

scattered signs, monuments and heritage structures carrying the glorious history of  the city.

However, alike inquisitive people, the question always comes to our minds, when and how did the town called Asansol 

turned in to a populous habitation?

Asansol is the heart of  Burdwan district. The growing demand for coal in Eastern India was one of  the main reasons for 

the introduction of  Railways in the region. The East India Company entrusted the construction of  Railways in East part 

of  India to the East Indian Railway (EIR) Company in 1848 to protect the interests of  London based traders. The coal 

mines at Raniganj were the source of  profit for the East Indian Railway Company. Therefore, in the interest of  this 

'Company', the Railway line from Howrah to Hooghly was first extended in 1855 to Raniganj, a distance of  one 

hundred and twenty miles. The terminal Railway station 'Raniganj' was established as the hub of  the Bengal Coal 

Company.

However, unfortunately Raniganj remained only as a Railway station. In order to expand the Railways, the first and 

foremost requirement was to set up 'Regional Centre'. But the royal family of  Searsole refused to provide requisite land 

to the company fearing deterioration of  environment. The objections of  the Bengal Coal Company were also heard. At 

this time the Zamindar (now Panchkot Raja) of  Kashipur agreed to provide land in Shergarh. Asansol was a prosperous 

forested village in Shergarh. In 1863-1864,EIR bought a big forest from the king of  Panchkot.  That is where the 

industrial zone of  Asansol started. In 1863, the Railway line was extended upto Asansol.

But the British imperialist greed was deeper. Neither, the East India Company nor the East Indian Railway will be able to 

make more profit unless every part of  country, having abundance of  mineral reserves, are connected through railway 

lines. Because the underground resources of  Chhotanagpur, located within a minimal distance and the forest resources 

above the soil, dazzled the eyes of  the British government. Therefore, it became mandatory to establish the regional base 

of  the Railway department in the eastern part of  India. As a result, Asansol was transformed from a station to a junction 

station in order to establish good connectivity with Chhotanagpur.
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Asansol Station and Railways

Asansol City

As a result, construction of  the new station at Asansol started.  The station and the construction of  the Loco Shed are a 
huge undertaking of  the East Indian Railways for five / seven years. As the work went on together, the artisans and clerks 
became close to each other. The barracks were built for the workers. Daily markets were set up nearby to provide daily 
necessities for them where small traders used to visit with their commodities. A secluded place would be filled with 
people. Thus, by 1885, the new Railway station of  'Asansol' took shape at its present place. The mass currents that have 
flowed since 1855 have turned into huge currents today - Offices, bungalows, staff  accommodation, platforms, 
hospitals, schools and soon have been gradually built in. Railways have played a pivotal role in the gradual 
transformation of  the city – Asansol.

The then administrators realized that while providing freight or passenger services were the main functions of  the 
railways, they also needed to take requisite steps in formation of  the local administration. Asansol attained the status of  
a municipality in 1885 and afterwards achieved recognition of  Subdivision in 1906. Sub-divisional courts and other 
administrative offices were also gradually established in Asansol. Social life began to change in Asansol. Asansol, once 
condemned as the Colliery Zone, was slowly gaining popularity.

Towards the end of  the nineteenth century, a new society was formed in Asansol with the railway service and the way of  
life of  the railway colony. Just as the foreign rulers established their position by setting up railway stations, loco colonies 
and loco sheds on one side between the G.T. Road and the railway lines, so on the other hand, settlements of  many ethnic 
groups of  people from different religions, viz. Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, Persian, Jains, Buddhists, have sprung up on 
both sides by keeping the G.T. Road and the railway lines in parallel. Centered on railways, Asansol gradually became 
prosperous in all fields like industry and education. Asansol turned in to a full-fledged city.

Since the inception of  the Railway 150 years ago, Asansol Railway station has been the center of  the Eastern Railway 
and the continuous growth of  this regional railway station and at the same time the progress of  social life in various 
administrative strata – are the two key factors which has led Asansol to achieve the status of  gemstone in the crown of  
Paschim Bardhaman through the streets of  history.

However, it was not long before when Asansol become a populous city. Seventy years ago, the city was confined to a 
limited area; Murgashol, Ushagram, Asansol and Budha villages, Chelidanga and the railway adjoining colonies were 
mainly inhabited by some people. Mahishila was isolated from the main city. Outsiders then understood Asansol to 
mean "a long market and settlement along GT Road, warehouses, shops in big strange houses, standing carts, horse-
drawn carriages, towed rickshaws. “Seven decades ago, the city of  Asansol meant up to Hutton Road, i.e. up to that 
Church, “said Bimal Kar in a memoir. 'Bimal Kar described Asansol of  his childhood in this way. The city was very tidy 

then. It was only open fields from our railway school hostel to the Chatapathar area. With the exception of  Ushagram 
school, there are fields and fields all around, various small and big trees were on the sides of  the road. It was burning on a 
hot day. It would be wet in the rain, and in the winter the wind would blow from north. 

And the twenty-first century Asansol - At present, Asansol is the district headquarters of  Paschim Bardhaman District. 
Asansol is ranked 11th among Indian cities and 42nd in the world in a list of  the 100 fastest growing cities, according to 
a 2010 report by the International Institute for Environment and Development, UK based study team. The reason is not 
so much industrialization as it is the fact that in this tidal wave of  the outside world, people are rushing to the city to earn 
livelihood. Asansol got the recognition of  Mahanigam or Corporation. Its area extends from Raniganj in the east to 
Barakar in the west bordering the state of  Jharkhand. Asansol ranks second only to Kolkata in West Bengal with a total 
population of  2,399,792 (2011 census) comprising of  7 assembly constituencies, Asansol municipality (106 wards) 
and 4 blocks, 49 village panchayats and about 350 small and large villages.

Asansol is one of  the Divisional headquarters of  Eastern Railway. As a result of  SAIL IISCO and the coal industry, a 
huge amount of  revenue is deposited in the government exchequer from this region. Asansol is home to gleaming paved 
roads, huge buildings, branches of  nationalized banks, complexes, malls, state-of-the-art markets, schools, colleges, 
universities, hospitals, nursing homes, as well as small and large government and private offices. For good reasons, the 
hotel business here is also quite profitable. At present, Asansol has a very good communication system with all over 
India. Roads, especially by rail from Kanyakumari to northeastern India or Mumbai, Rajasthan, Gujarat or Kashmir can 
be easily reached by a single train. Airport has been set up nearby. Even through airways, it is possible to travel far in a very 
short time. The Asansol Durgapur Development Authority (ADDA) has already been formed in 1980 with a focus on 
urban development and civic amenities from Asansol's industrial area to Durgapur.

It is historically true that a town is not built solely on its industrial, commercial and economic system. The social 
customs, education, reforms and religion of  the people practiced for centuries have played a significant role in this. 
People have built various religious institutions including temples, mosques and churches for the purpose of  practicing 
their religion. Creation has been realized by the hand of  science in the need of  human beings.

People used to use stone as a weapon in various ways to survive in the Stone Age. He used ten fingers of  his hand for the 
purpose of  a better life. There was nothing different about his cultural consciousness that day. In keeping with the 
progress of  civilization, people began to survive and develop and nurture that art and culture. Cultural Association was 
formed. The new outline of  entertainment was created by artistic standards. In the light of  education, mankind is 
constantly testing itself. Similarly, over the centuries, many monuments, buildings and institutions have sprung up across 
the vast area of  Asansol which is carrying the heritage of  Asansol. Some of  these are concealed beneath memories. 
However, there are a few special historical sites and architectures that still survive with civilization - their history, 
grandeur and location are described in detail in this article. All of  them are very interesting to the people as tourist 
centers.
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Places of Interest near Asansol

Chandrachur Temple is a spectacular temple in Asansol or Rarh area of  Bengal. This temple is known as Chandrachur 
Shiva Temple, located in a secluded place on NH-2, 11Kms. from Asansol Railway Station. However, there are three 
villages in the vicinity. The temple is adjacent to Raghunath Bati village. The height of  the temple is about 65 feet. The 
temple is made of  concrete. The temple is adorned with various images of  Nataraja, Shiva family, Durga, Kartik, 
Ganesha and Naradamuni. Rudra idol of  Shiva can also be noticed. The cement color on the walls of  the temple is 
noticeable. There is a beautiful verandah around the temple and the temple is narrowed from wide to square at the top. 
The position of  Mahapadmais at the very top. The nine pots at the top are decorated from large to small sizes. And a 
trident can be seen at the very top.Once upon a time there was fallow agricultural land in this area. While a farmer in the 
village was ploughing the field, a large stone came up and a part of  the stone was damaged by the tip of  the plough. The 
farmer did not pay attention to this issue. That night he had a dream through which he came to know that it was actually a 
linga of  Shiva who ordered him to worship. Right from then on Shiva was started to be worshipped there. However, a 
huge temple has been set up at that place.The work of  construction of  the present temple was started in the early 1980's.  
The architectural style of  the south in the formation of  the temple is especially visible. At present the presence of  other 
deities can be noticed around the temple. There are idols of  all the gods and goddesses from Hanuman temple to 
Bipadtarini around the temple. Rathyatra is held every year in the month of  Ashara. The environment of  the place 
surrounded by trees and plants is wonderful. 

Shatabdi Shishu Udyan is situated about two and a half  kilometers away from Asansol Railway Station with a large 
terrain of  green fields consisted of  three reservoirs along the Loco Tank and adjacent to GT Road in Chelidanga. There 
is a reservoir within its precincts, known as Loco Tank.

On 7 April 1989, the then Minister of  Railways, Late Madhabrao Scindia inaugurated the Park. It was named Shatabdi 
Shishu Udyan as it was inaugurated on the occasion on the centenary year birth of  Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the first 
Prime Minister of  India. It is popularly known as Shatabdi Park. It is the maintained by Asansol Division of  Eastern 
Railway. After being closed for three years, the park has been reopened after thorough renovation. It is open to the public 
every day from 8 am to 8 pm. Nominal entry fee of  Rs.10 is collected from the visitors. The park has a variety of  
recreational facilities for children such as swings, carousels, sliding etc. The thrilling experience of  boating on the water is 
available here. Various flower gardens and the shade of  large trees have further enriched the beauty of  the garden. There 
are two restaurants inside the park. Inside it, several Indian swans can be seen swimming in a pond. Migratory birds also 
visit the park during winter. All in all, it's a great place to hang out with one's family.

ChandrachurTemple, Asansol

Shatabdi Shishu Udyan at Asansol City
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Ghaghar Chandi or Ghaghar Buri Temple and shrine is just two kilometers north of  National Highway No. 2 on the 
Asansol Bypass. The idol of  Ghaghar Buri is located under a tree on the banks of  the Nunia River, 4 km south of  
Asansol Railway Station. The idol is a 56-inch oval-shaped rock. There is no shape of  eyes, face, etc. Three stones are 
painted in vermilion. Three eyes made of  metals can be seen. The Chakraborty family of  the village is the servant of  this 
Chandi. There is a system of  daily service. However, devotees visit in large numbers on Saturday and Tuesday. Folklore 
exists that the goddess is a live deity. If  one swears to her, a childless woman gives birth to a child. It is possible to get rid 
of  incurable diseases also.There is also a legend about the advent of  Ghagharburi. One of  the ancestors of  the present 
priests, named Kangal Chakraborty. Every day many people gather here. Some are tourists, some are devotees, some are 
visitors. Local markets and restrooms have been developed. Kangal Chakravarti dreamed of  Goddess Chandi as a 
Ghagra-wearing old woman, so he started worshiping his mother as 'Ghaghar Buri'. Now the goddess is preached in that 
name.There is no authentic year or date about the establishment of  the goddess. However, it is estimated that the 
existence of  the goddess was prevalent before the seventeenth century since Ghaghar Buri has been mentioned in 
Ghanram Chakraborty's poem 'Dharmamangal'. An inscription on Ghaghar Buri states that it was founded in 1620 AD.  
The annual Puja of  Ghaghar Buri is performed with great pomp during Poush, 9th month of  Bengali calendar. 
Hundreds of  goats are sacrificed to the deity while worship. Every year on the 1st day of  Magh, the 10th month of  the 
year, a fair organized. 

Asansol Ramakrishna Mission School was started in 1926 with night department. This school or ashram is regulated by 
the Ramakrishna Mission Ashram of  Belur Math. At present it is one of  the largest educational institutions in West 
Burdwan District. From Bhagat Singh More or Burnpur More in Asansol, take the Senraleigh Road on the right, 
opposite Kanyapur. The distance from Asansol Station is about 6 km. Swami Satbhavananda, the great worker, devoted 
himself  to the expansion of  education, begging from house to house, receiving minimal begging, and devoting himself  
for every inches at the aptmoment of  the establishment of  the Ramakrishna Mission School. Famous teachers Ashwini 
Bandyopadhyay and Birupaksh Mukherjee also dedicated themselves to form the school in those remarkable days. In 
1997, the school was relocated to a larger site near Kalyanpur. The quality of  teaching of  the school is of  high standard. 
Only meritorious students are allowed to get admission in Ramakrishna Mission School. Undoubtedly, it is a top school 
for reading through Bengali vernacular medium. Apart from the secondary school, the religious institution also has a 
junior basic school, Vocational Training Center and Industrial Training Institute. There is a large library with more than 
8295 books besides thirty periodicals and dailies. Authorities run a free coaching center with more than 300 
underprivileged students from different regions. A charitable clinic of  homeopathic and allopathic medicines is also run 
for the destitute. Free eye camps, various public welfare, social services such as scholarships for students, medical 
treatment for the needy and other financial assistance are provided by the Ashrama Authority. Various religious 
ceremonies are performed including Durga Puja to Kalipujo in which devotees and people from far and wide participate. 

Ramakrishna Mission Ashram, Asansol Ghagar Buri Temple beside NH-2
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Sacred Heart Church has preserved the heritage in the history of  Asansol. The church, opposite to the Asansol Bus 
Terminus, was founded by Roman Catholics on the night of  December 24, 1876. Earlier, Father JACQUES came to 
Asansol to preach Christianity. He bought the land in 1873. After that the Roman Catholic Mission was established in 
Asansol. The church, meanwhile, was rebuilt in 1927 on the special initiative of  the British workers in railway, who used 
to live nearby in Railway quarters. The church covers an area of  ? ? 4800 square meters. It was originally built at the 
expense of  the railway company and maintenance was in their hands. After independence, the railway company handed 
over the responsibility of  the church to the Arch Diocese of  Calcutta. This church is made of  bricks brought from 
England. The red color of  the prayer room attracts tourists. Every Sunday and on special days, crowds of  devout 
Christians and ordinary tourists come to the Church. There is a beautiful statue of  Mother Mary in it, which draws 
special attraction. The best time to visit this church is from September to March.

Sacred Heart Church at Asansol
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Rabindra Bhavan in Asansol is one of  the leading businesses in the Auditoriums. Find Address, Contact Number, 
Reviews & Ratings, Photos, Maps of  Rabindra Bhavan, Asansol.

Rabindra Bhavan in Kumarpur, Asansol is a top player in the category Auditoriums in the Asansol. This well-known 
establishment acts as a one-stop destination servicing customers both local and from other parts of  Asansol. Over the 
course of  its journey, this business has established a firm foothold in it's industry. The belief  that customer satisfaction is 
as important as their products and services, have helped this establishment garner a vast base of  customers, which 
continues to grow by the day. This business employs individuals that are dedicated towards their respective roles and put 
in a lot of  effort to achieve the common vision and larger goals of  the company. In the near future, this business aims to 
expand its line of  products and services and cater to a larger client base. In Asansol, this establishment occupies a 
prominent location in Kumarpur. It is an effortless task in commuting to this establishment as there are various modes 
of  transport readily available. It is known to provide top service in the following categories: Auditoriums. Rabindra 
Bhavan in Kumarpur has a wide range of  products and / or services to cater to the varied requirements of  their 
customers. The staffs at this establishment are courteous and prompt at providing any assistance. They readily answer 
any queries or questions that you may have.

Rabindra Bhawan, Asansol



Approximately 140 years back, Late Juharmal Jalan, a kind hearted businessman of  Asansol Industrial area established 
Old Dharmashala near Mushi Bazar at Asansol.  Up 1962, this Dharmashala which is known for its humanity and 
welfare measures found its mention in Railway Timetable “The old Dharmashala situated at Munshi Bazar, 01 Km. 
distance from Asansol Railway Station.  Due to long time span, the building is getting older.  It is learnt that shortly the 
old Dharmashala will be attended and thoroughly renovated for revival of  its past glory by the Jalan Gosthi of  Asansol.

Purani Dharmashala at Asansol
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Like Kolkata heritage Coffee House, Asansol Municipal Corporation has constructed Kathanjali – Asansol Coffee 
House.  This has been a place for outing for the residents of  Asansol which runs with emotion of  Kolkata's Coffee 
House.  This Coffee House has very nice ambience, with decorative LED based lighting inside with old look wooden 
furniture to provide beautiful aesthetic inside.  This coffee house provides good range of  foods, preferably snacks, 
starters etc.  It has a sitting capacity of  above 100 visitors at one time.  The view of  the city from its balcony is beautiful.  
This is an example of  blend of  heritage values and modern architect in Asansol City.

Asansol Coffee House  (Kathanjali)



In the year 1927, Late Jugal Kishore Jalan constructed Moksh Dhaam – the burning station.  This is a place which is 
being utilized by all the people around Asansol from Kalyaneswari to Chanda More.  This Moksh Dhaam has a beautiful 
geographical location.  Due to long span of  time, the area became quite dirty and the building got defaced.  With the 
special initiatives taken by the Social Welfare Marwari Organisation and Mayor, Asansol Municipal Corporation, Shri 
Amarnath Chatterjee, it has been thoroughly renovated and beautified. Lot of  plantation has been done and water body 
has been created.

Moksh Dhaam – Marawari Samshan at Asansol

(15)

Education is the base of  a nation.  This has been widely accepted and the same is also evident in Asansol area.  A lot of  
good educational institutions have been established in Asansol area.  In the year 1906, Joharmal School was established 
by the Jalan Families in the heart of  Asansol city which is presently situated near Bastin Bazar Durga Mandir of  Asansol.  
This is the first school in Asansol upto Class-XII.  In the morning session, it used to be only Girls' School and in the 
afternoon session it was Boys' School.  Day session had both the Bengali and Hindi version reading. 

Joharmal School at Asansol
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The century old Goshala was established in the year 1922 in the N S Road of  Asansol.  This was regarded as the best 
spot for Hindu rituals especially the after death rituals.  But, due to enormous increase in number of  cattle, 3 years back, 
the same has been shifted to a place near Indian Oil Pump House near Kalla Hospital Road.  This Goshala has been 
constructed having all modern facilities for upbringing of  the cattle, even the handicapped ones.  Presently both the 
Goshalas are working wonderfully and giving dedicated service to the cattle.

132 years back, in 1889, Late Baldeb Das Marwari constructed the century old Maa Shitala Mandir in Raha Len.  This 
place is very renowned in Asansol area.  On the day of  Maa Shitala Puja, lakhs of  devotees used to visit this temple.  The 
Temple has been renovated and has been dedicated to the people of  Asansol Area.  The Sandhya Arati of  this temple is 
famous.  People have strong belief  for this temple and its puja.

Domohani Goshala at Asansol Shitala Maa Mandir at Asansol
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The Indian Iron and Steel Company (IISCO), a SAIL subsidiary, was amalgamated with SAIL on 16th February 2006 
and renamed IISCO Steel Plant (ISP). This full-fledged integrated steel plant is one of  India's oldest. Established as an 
industrial enterprise in 1918, IISCO produced iron from an open-top blast furnace at Hirapur (later to be called 
Burnpur) in West Bengal for the first time in 1922. The plant was progressively upgraded to a capacity for production of  
4.26 lakh tonnes of  saleable steel and 2.54 lakh tonnes of  pig iron annually. The plant manufactures a range of  products, 
over some of  which it holds exclusive market dominance. Iron and steel produced by it has been acknowledged as being 
of  the finest quality.After undergoing a modernization-cum-expansion programme, the crude steel capacity of  the plant 
has been raised to 2.5 million tonnes per year.Situated at a distance of  about 200 kms from Kolkata in Burnpur on the 
banks of  the perennial Damodar river in West Bengal, ISP is well connected by both South Eastern (Adra Division) and 
Eastern Railways (Asansol Division) and National Highway 2. Its proximity to Kolkata and Haldia ports is an 
additional strength.IISCO held the proud distinction of  being the owner of  India's “oldest unit producing pig iron by 
modern methods” at Kulti on the banks of  river Barakar near Hirapur. An open-top blast furnace set up in 1870 by a 
company known as Bengal Iron Works Co. (BIW) founded by James Erskine pioneered production of  iron in India in 
1875. The same unit at Kulti also pioneered steel production in India through small open-hearth furnaces in 1904-06. 
BIW was absorbed by IISCO in 1936 and steel making started as a regular measure in 1939. The Burnpur Works 
underwent two overlapping expansion in 1953 and 1955, increasing its production capacity to 1 million tonnes of  ingot 
steel and 0.8 million tonnes of  saleable steel.
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Places of interest at Burnpur
The park is located on the banks of  Damodar river outside Asansol town – particularly in Burnpur township. In 1958, 
German Engineer F.W.A.LAHMEYER (General Manager, IISCO, presently known as ISP/SAIL/Bunrpur) designed 
this huge park.  Sir Lahmeyer created this beautiful park on the banks of  the river Damodar, being self  motivated and 
named it 'Riverside Park'. Note that he did not name the park after himself. However, it was later renamed 'Lamhmiier 
Park'. Much later, in 1989, on the centenary of  Jawaharlal Nehru's birth, it was renamed 'Nehru Park'. However, in the 
Asansol industrial area, it is still known as LAHMEYER PARK. The park is located on 63 acres of  land on the banks of  
the river Damodar. The park was opened to the public in 1959. About 12 km from Asansol railway station, the park is 
accessible by local buses, taxi and auto rickshaw etc.The park is open to the public every day,entry fee is Rs.30/- per 
head.  School children visiting this Park, as a Team, gets special concession. As soon as one enters the park, he is struck by 
an inscription, "Guest, let your care and touch make this garden beautiful and eloquent”. While walking through this 
park, one can find huge grass lawns, rose gardens, musical fountains in the middle, artificial hills, various kinds of  big 
trees.The park is beautifully decorated with seasonal flowers, winter flowers. The landscaping of  the park, the flower 
garden, the walkway, the toy train are all very nicely arranged which easily entertains the tourists. There are arrangements 
to accommodate more than a two hundred picnic teams inside the park, at a time. The restaurant here is quite 
accommodating and pleasant.The children's park is also quite beautiful. There are several free rides. There are some clay 
statues of  dinosaurs, horses etc. for the entertainment of  children. Here a variety of  rare plants and flowers are added to 
the beauty of  the walking trail. Crappie fish can also be seen in the lake. Swans, artificial caves, fountains, abandoned 
airplanes, etc. are scattered throughout the park.  Migratory birds can be seen in the lake in winter.

Nehru Park at Burnpur
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IISCO Steel Plant, Burnpur



Jor Bangla Mandir or Twin Bangla Temple, known as Raghunath Temple is a famous architectural monument in 
Chhotadighari village under Hirapur police station of  Paschim Bardhaman District. A very well-known architecture of  
Bengalis Jor Bangla Temples. The Jor Bangla temple is built in the style of  a village hut of  Bengal. The architecture of  the 
Jor-Bangla temple can be seen in many other places including Bishnupur in Bankura, Birnagar in Nadia, Itanda in 
Birbhum, Garhpanchkot in Dashghara Purulia, Dashghara in Hooghly. There is a similar temple of  Bengal architecture 
in the village of  Chhotadighari in Hirapur. Raghunath Temple in Chhotadighari village is one of  the notable old 
architectural temples near Asansol town.It is not possible to determine the exact construction period of  the temple. 
However, it is believed to have been built in the eighteenth century. However, according to sources in the priests of  the 
temple, Chaube Mahanta family, Kanyakubja Brahmins, the temple was built many centuries ago - they came to the 
village in the 19th century. At least 900 years old. Only the temple existed in that forested land. At that time, saints from 
different parts of  the country used to take temporary shelter in this temple and used to worshipthere.In similar way, a 
Brahmin of  the Kanyakubja dynasty came here from Devipur in Burdwan. However, there is no doubt that the temple 
was built during the reign of  the Panchkot kings. The distance from Chitra More to the junction of  Radhanagar Road 
and Burnpur Road in Burnpur is two and a half  kilometers from Chhotadighari village. The village is in Ward No 57 of  
Asansol Municipal Corporation.

Jor Bangla Mandirat Hirapur
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The Burnpur-Kalajharia airstrip, situated 13 km from Asansol Railway station and 7 km from Burnpur Railway station 
near Damodar River is another glorious site of  IISCO, now renamed as ISP. Sir Biren Mukherjee used to come to 
Burnpur from Calcutta to attend various works of  IISCO or for other social activities. That is why he bought a single 
engine Breach-craft aircraft from the Maharaja of  Coochbihar in 1956. At that time, he had to get on and off  the plane 
at Nighanear Asansol. Quite understandably, an airstrip was needed to take off  to land with this aircraft. With this aim, 
Sir Biren started the Aviation Department at Kalajharia on the banks of  the Damodar in 1958. In 1958 itself, Sir Biren 
purchased another two-engine Beech-craft aircraft from the King of  Gwalior. But within 2 years, he sold those 2 planes 
and bought two Bonanza planes. In the meantime, he also started various divisions of  Kalajharia Aviation. Captain 
Guharay was entrusted with the responsibility of  maintenance of  the aircrafts.

It is to be noted that these two planes were also used by high ranked officials of  IISCO (presently known as 
ISP/SAIL/Burnpur) including Sir Biren to reach Burnpur from Kolkata. Besides, the famous personalities who came to 
Burnpur by these planes are Lata Mangeshkar, Acharya Satyendranath Bose, Mohan Kumar Mangalam, Biju Patnaik and 
many others. On 14 July 1972, the Government of  India acquired IISCO. Then in March 1973 Captain PK Nath was 
appointed Chief  Pilot Officer.Note-worthy to mention that Sir Biren introduced all departments of  aviation. 
Therefore, IISCO was the only factory of  SAIL whose aviation department was recognized in 1978 by the Director of  
Civil Aviation.SAIL has leased the airstrip to the Airport Authority of  India for complete modernization. Once the 
work is completed, it will again go under SAIL. 

Burnpur-KalajhariaAirstrip at Burnpur
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Maithan Dam, the largest reservoir of  DVC, is located in the state of  Jharkhand, not far from Asansol. The project is 
inspired by the Tennessee Valley Project of  the United States, for flood control and power generation. It is built on the 
river Barakar. The unique feature of  this project is that it is located underground on the left bank of  the river and is the 
first such underground power station in South Asia. The total generating capacity of  the power station is 60 MW. The 
Dam consists of  3 units of  20 MW. MHPS is located about 100 feet under the water. The reservoir covers an area of  
? ? 65 sq km. It is 15,712 feet (4,789 m)Long and 165 feet (50 m) high. The blusterous Barakar river coming from the 
west of  the dam has been dammed with twelve iron gates. Temple of  Goddess Kalyaneshwari is located nearby. 'Mai Ki 
Than' — from which the word Maithon Dam comes. The reservoir is 5 km away from the dam. The destination can 
easily be reached from Barakar, at a distance of  9 km. One can see small hills on the way to the Dam, some are having 
temple on the top, some are covered with a huge trees.When the iron gatesof  the dam are opened, the water flowslike 
natural waterfalls. When the sunlight falls on the water droplets scattering around, Rainbow plays and walks 
around.There is a huge reservoir on the opposite side at the west. There are low hills. Everyone can enjoy adventure of  
trekking these small hills. There is a well-maintained park, decorated with flower gardens and dear park on the 
reservoir.A beautiful small island called Green Island in the middle of  the river is a place of  great attraction for the 
visitors. Everyone enjoys going there by boat.Pahari Baba's Ashram on the hilltop is another attraction. There is a 
Tourism Guest House of  the Government of  West Bengal. Usually from late December to January - February, large 
number of  tourists gathers. Bathanbariand Sidhabari are the two other picnic spots developed in Maithon area.

Among the most popular temples of  Burdwan district, Kalyaneshwari temple has taken a special place in the minds of  
devotees. Goddess Kalyaneshwari is located near the river Barakar, 20 km northwest of  Asansol. Not far away is 
Maithon Dam. It is located on the banks of  a small rocky river called Chalnadaha and on the lap of  Halda hill. A large 
stone is placed in the centre of  the temple in a decorated condition. Many believe, it is a cave-mouth. Metal idols of  the 
goddess are there. Some says that the goddess worshiped by the kings of  Shikharbhum abodes here. This goddess is 
known as Kalyaneshwari. According to folklore, once the goddess got angry and went to the underworld with the temple. 
After receiving orders from the goddess through dream in the midnight, the temple was established and the idol was seen 
in the dream. According to another historical source, the temple is the family goddess of  King Ballal Sen, founded by him 
in 1160-1179 AD. At that time in this forest land, there was the kingdom of  the terrible tigers and lions where fearless 
Devidas used to worship over dead bodies. The temple was rebuilt by King Bikram Singh of  Kashipur in 1330 AD. Sri 
Sri Shiva Chaitanya came from Kashi, getting orders from goddess in dream. In this temple, the mother abodes facing 
backward inside the sanctum. Folklore says, due to the illness of  the priest Bhaktadas, his teenage daughter Bhabani 
closed the door for worshipping the goddess and the goddess ate him alive. But in the last episode, when the priest 
suddenly saw this scene and shouted, his mother turned backward from him in shame.  But Bhabani's sari, her hair was on 
her face. The mother turned her face away in shame. From then on, mother is worshipped like this. It is also rumored that 
mother Banabhumi, mother Rukmini became mother Kalyaneshwari in this peak. Many such opinions revolve around 
the Goddess Kalyaneshwari.

Maithon Dam

Kalyaneshwari Temple at Maithon
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Places of Interest near Maithon



Muktai Chandi Mandir is near Foolberia village on the way from Asansol to Chittaranjan. There is no other temple in 
the whole Burdwan district on such a natural hill. Muktai Chandi, an idol of  the goddess, is worshiped on a low hilltop in 
the Samdi Colliery area of  ? ? Salanpur, about 19km away from Asansol Railway Station. Leaving the Dhanbad-bound 
National Highway on the left, take a road that is naturally beautiful through the jungles, agricultural lands, and coal 
mines on both sides and proceed to Samdi village. The temple is located on a 150 foot hill. The height of  the temple is 
about 30 feet. The colorful temple and its architecture are also very attractive. It is a Shakti Peeth which is inscribed on 
the temple wall. Lots of  Palash trees have developed in the vicinity to make the area even beautiful. The forest 
surrounding the temple is also incredibly beautiful. There are more than half  a hundred steps leading to the main temple 
and the goddess can be seen.

The sanctum of  the temple is made of  black stone. The idol of  Muktai Chandi is also made of  stone. But, it will feel so 
heavy like made of  iron.  Goddess is a female figure with a bow and arrow in the hands. She occupies a chariot drawn by 
six horses.  At present, due to the breaking of  some part of  the statue, three horses can be seen. The height of  the idol of  
the goddess is about one and a half  feet. However, idols of  many gods and goddesses have been installed in the temple 
premises. All these are revered deities and sages of  Hinduism. Apart from Muktai Chandi, there are idols of  Shiva, Shani 
Maharaj, Lakshmi-Saraswati and Hanuman. Tagore Ramakrishna, Maa Sarada, Vivekananda, Byamakshepa and other 
scholars have found a place in this Mandir premises. Idols of  various deities have been located in the three-storey temple. 
On the top of  the temple there is a wonderful pair of  idols of  Radha-Krishna.

Vishnu Temple of  Garui is an ancient temple in rarh Bengal. The temple is located near the Jubilee junction on National 
Highway-2 of  the Asansol Bypass - in the village of  Garui, which is included in the 20th ward of  Puranigam (Asansol 
Corporation). The temple is built entirely of  sandstone. An ancient sculpture about 16 feet high on a 2 ft. foundation. 
This crumbling stone wall is adorned with variations for the elongated bearing arch at the entrance – in total the temple 
has three arches. There is another relatively small arch inside the building which has been carrying the burden of  the 
temple for a long time. The entrance to the temple is through a small verandah. The height is approximately four and a 
half  feet.  The temple stands facing south - surrounded by a low height brick wall provided with barbed wire. In front of  
the wall there is a big door.  Beyond the door, on the right is a brick and stone made Tulsi Mancha.  An Aatchala is there 
outside the temple premises. The carvings inside the temple are made by cutting beautiful stones. In the temple, 
Shalgram Shila is present in the form of  'Vishnu' itself. The temple is currently maintained by the Archaeological Survey 
of  India. One of  their plaques says that this temple was built in the fourteenth century and some says that it may have 
been built during the reign of  King Ballal Sen. There is no royal landarrangement for the temple. There is a working 
management committee involving the people of  the village, they take care of  the Vishnu Mandir.

Vishnu temple at Garui Muktaichandi Temple near Salanpur
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The Begunia Temple at Barakar is the oldest not only in West Burdwan district but in the whole of  West Bengal.The 
temple is located on the left side of  Barakar GT Road and on the way to Barakar Station. The five peaks of  Deul or 
temple are located at Barakar in this Asansol region. However, no ruins of  the fifth temple can be seen. The rest of  this 
temple is called 'Begunia Mandir'. The last of  the four temples, i.e. the fourth, is relatively small in size. The temple is 
considered to be the oldest. According to architects, this temple was constructed dates back in 8th century AD.However, 
according to Mr. Bogler, it was built in the 67 BC. The name of  this temple is Siddheshwar Temple. The specialty of  this 
temple is that it is made with stone arches. In front of  the temple, there is an attic surrounded by walls. Looking at the 
'chariot' layout of  the temples, many have speculated that the temples are very similar in structure to the 
Parashurameshwar temple at Deul Bhubaneswar, the oldest line in Odisha.The sanctum is quite high and has short 
ridges on top of  it. The chronological curve at the top of  the temple has risen to the top from the beginning and a large 
amount of  rock has joined the top. In Odisa's Deul or temple groove is on the outside is circular in shape but the groove 
of  the temple of  Barakar is spherical and at the inside. This style, however, is similar to that of  temples in southwestern 
India. The three temples are 15 feet x 15 feet long, 60 feet wide and 60 feet high. The temples are built entirely of  
sandstone. The shape of  the temples is somewhat like the shape of  a brinjal (pronounced 'Begun' in Bengali), so it is 
called Begunia temple. The temple was later renovated in 1536 by a Brahmin named Nanda and his wife.In front of  each 
temple there is an eroded bull facing the temple door. Each temple has more than one Shivling. The pair of  temples at 
Begunia faces east. The temple to the right of  the twin temples is the temple of  Parvati. However, the idol of  the goddess 
is extinct here and the Shivling is eroded. On the left, there is a large Ganesha idol, decorated with vermilion.  The 
Shivlinga bodes in the small temple on the far left behind the great Atrium. There are several stone idols in the temple 
which have been eroded over the ages.At present this place is under the supervision of  Archaeological Survey of  India.

In the history of  Asansol, Churulia, the birthplace of  Kazi Nazrul Islam, is a place of  interest for tourists As Nazrul is 
the national poet of  Bangladesh, Churulia has got a place in the international tourism list.  Churulia, 17 km from 
Asansol, can be reached directly by bus. Coming from Jamuria to Domohani, one can also go by minibus. One can also 
come directly from Raniganj to Churulia. On the way to Nazrul's birthplace, Churulia's "Kazipara", the landscape of  
surrounding area will captivate the mind - fields that touch the horizon, open sky, mahogany, coconut, palm trees, baby 
eucalyptus and mineral hills. The poet was born on 24 May 1899. Churulia is the starting point of  the poet's career. 
Here began the contemplation of  his cultural creativity. A memorable village has been built in Churulia around his 
memory. Everyday many people come to visit the birthplace of  the poet. All the memories of  the poet are beautifully 
scattered here. A two-storied house has been built at the place where the poet had a mud house. An academy has been 
established. There is also a museum here. Pictures, books, paper-cutting, musical instruments, magazines of  different 
events of  the poet's life have been carefully preserved here. The collection contains clothes and furniture used by the poet 
and his sons, beds used by Pramila Devi, poet's wife, numerous black and white paintings, manuscripts and letters etc. 
Various awards, medals, certificates received by the poet at different times, Padma Bhushan awarded by the Government 
of  India, Jagattarini Award by Calcutta University, photographs of  the poet's death and funeral, gramophone, tanpura, 
etc. are also neatly arranged. The museum also possesses the testimonials of  the citizenship of  Bangladesh given to the 
poet in 1976 AD. Entry fee of  Rs. 10/- is received as grant for the museum. Entrance time is eight to twelve in the 
morning and two to five in the afternoon. The tomb of  the poet is there. Note that the main tomb of  the poet is next to 
Bangladesh Dhaka University. The late poet Mujibur Rahman and the people of  Bangladesh paid homage to him on the 
soil of  Bangladesh where he breathed his last on August 27, 1976. He was buried there. But the poet's family was not 
satisfied with that. They brought the soil of  Poet's grave from Dhaka and buried it near the tomb of  his wife Pramila 
Qazi.

Churulia - birthplace of Kazi Nazrul Islam Begunia Temple at Barakar
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Prince Dwarkanath Tagore, the pioneer of  Indian industry and commerce, was the first Indian to build a modern coal 
mine at Raniganj. The technical prowess that Dwarkanath Tagore displayed that time, removing the age-old slander that 
the Bengalees are averse to business, is still an absolute surprise to all the state coal mining companies. The Haulage 
House, created by Prince Dwarkanath is still an example to the people. If  one goes near the abandoned coal mine in 
Kumorpara of  Narankuri village, one can see the Haulage House surrounded by forest. The underground coal mine was 
built in 1832 at Narankuri village on the banks of  the Damodar river at the far end of  the mining town. According to 
mining experts, the company planned to dig coal from the depths of  the earth by making a huge well, cutting its walls 
and making tunnels. But how will the underground coal be lifted? It is known that a huge device like a crane was installed 
in a room at some distance from the mine. Multiple doolies were attached to the opposite end of  the thick iron wire 
twisted with the machine. In this way the coal was lifted up, alike water is extracted from well. These doolies were also 
used to transport and repatriate workers underground. This method was named 'Haulage' method. The room where the 
device was installed was called 'Haulage house'. This whole work was done by steam machine and not manually. 
According to mining experts, this method is still used in all the underground coal mines of  the country. However, 
instead of  steam appliances, electric-powered appliances have been installed. This abandoned Chanak and Haulage 
House have already been declared a heritage.

The historic jetty is on the banks of  the river Damodar, adjacent to the Mathurachandi temple in the village of  
Narayankuri in Raniganj. It contains the ruins of  a 40-foot-wide, 240-foot-long historic jetty built by Prince 
Dwarkanath Tagore and Carand Tagore Company to transport coal by river from India's first coal mine. No boats cross 
there now.  Coal from the Narayankuri mine was loaded on horse-drawn trolleys and taken to the Carr-Tagore wharf. 
From there it was loaded on coal boats and sent to Amta at Howrah. Coal was thereafter sent to various depots from 
Amta for the convenience of  supply.  There was an altar built for Dwarkanath to rest at Damodar Ghat. A roof  was also 
provided for shade. Dwarkanath was accompanied by his company partner and technical adviser, the first steamship 
engineer A. K. Mackenzie. There are still ruins of  a tunnel in the jetty. The existence of  the other face of  the tunnel has 
been buried under the ground. Small river boats were tied up inside the tunnel to transport coal. They were later loaded 
into large boats in the middle of  the river. Through this ghat, 1500 boats of  Dwarkanath used to travel to Calcutta with 
coal. At present, the government has recognized the jetty including the Mathurachandi temple as a heritage. A half  bust 
statue of  Prince Dwarkanath Tagore has also been erected on the premises of  the Mathurachandi temple adjacent to the 
jetty. From Raniganj station, cross the railway bridge and take the road on the right via New Egera and go to the 
Mathurachandi temple or the historic jetty of  Dwarkanath Tagore in Narankuri village, about 4 km away from the 
Colliery. This area is under Egera Panchayat on the banks of  Damodar river. Mathurachandi Temple is located beyond 
the huge archway in the wide area under the shade of  large tamarind trees in a beautiful environment.

Chanak and Haulage House - the first coal mines in India
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The historic jetty of  Dwarkanath Tagore



The administrative building of  Carr-Tagore and Company was built in 1834 at the first coal mining region of  India, 
This ancient building consists a number of  rooms and long halls. The roof  tile has fallen due to lack of  maintenance. 
The walls are also in dilapidated condition. The unwanted vegetation has engulfed the building walls.Later on, all the 
activities of  Bengal Coal Company (1944) were carried out from this administrative building. After the nationalization 
of  the coal industry in 1971, the headquarters moved to Sanctoria. At present a school has been built on the perimeter of  
this dilapidated building. Now this administrative building has been declared a heritage by the government.

The administrative building of Carr-Tagore and Company
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The Koyla Kuthi or Coal Bungalow reminisces with memory of  Prince Dwarkanath is situated at the Narayankuri village 
of  Egra, Raniganj the first coal mining region of  India. But, due to lack of  proper conservation, this first Coal Bungalow 
or Koyla Kuthi is still standing with a skeletal appearance. The bungalow can be seen in the muddy ground along the road 
to the colliery.  The building was about three hundred meters away from the mine. Dwarkanath and William Carr used to 
sit there and supervise the regular work. In a room next door was the house of  the subordinate employees. It is heard that 
Debendranath Tagore used to visit there regularly to look after the mining work. Folklore exists that many great 
luminaries like Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose, Gurudev Rabindra Nath Tagore had visited the mines and stayed in the 
Koyla Kuthi or Coal Bungalow. Famous mining engineer Prafulla Kumar Ghosh lived here. After his death, the first 
Indian residence and office associated with the coal business was destroyed.  This 190-yearold bungalow is 
contemporary to the Haulage House and now completely in dilapidated condition. There are a few roofless walls with 
the last part of  the ruins. ECL's mining project is being developed adjacent to the bungalow. As a result, residents are 
skeptical about how long the wreckage will last, as coal mines are engulfing the area. The Koyla Kuthi or the Coal 
Bungalow has been declared a heritage site by the Government.

Dwarkanath's Koyla Kuthi or the Coal Bungalow at Ranigunj



Raniganj's famous Searsole Rajbari or palace is located just two and a half  kilometers away from Raniganj station. The 
Rajbari can be reached by bus, Auto rickshaw/electric rickshaw from Raniganj station on the main road or from 
Raniganj Punjabi More junction.Govinda Prasad, a Kashmiri scholar, was the founder of  the Searsole dynasty.  In 1829, 
learned Govinda Prasad, was the sole clerk in the coal mines of  Alexander and Company. Later, he gradually became the 
owner of  real estate. In 1836, Govinda Prasad became opulent by opening the Siarsole Colliery and became the owner of  
immense wealth. He then bought the Jemari Taluk along with the Siarsole Taluk and built the Siarsole Raj Estate. He was 
benevolent zamindar. Govinda Prasad was given the title of  Raja by the government. The contribution of  the Raj 
dynasty in the struggle for independence and in the development of  Raniganj in the later independent India is 
unforgettable.  The architecture of  the palace is very elegant. 

Searsole Palace at Ranigunj
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Searsol Raj High School, a traditional educational institution of  Raniganj, was established in 1856. This school is not 
far from Raniganj Rajbari. It was built by Govinda Prasad Pandit, the founder of  Siarsol Rajbari in Raniganj. Rebel poet 
Kazi Nazrul Islam was a student of  this school and lived in its hostel. Fiction writer Shailjanand Mukherjee used to visit 
his friend Nazrul in this school from time to time. The room of  their conversation still exists.  The marble statue of  the 
poet is placed at the school gate.The first revolutionary of  Raniganj, Nibaran Chandra Ghatak was the eminent teacher 
of  this school. Nazrul's literary revolution is inspired by his mentor, teacher Nibaran Chandra Ghatak (1887 to 1960). 
The famous revolutionary Bipin Bihari Ganguly worked as the headmaster of  the school under the pseudonym Ranen 
Ghosh for two years and it was here that he was arrested by the British police. The original school building is behind the 
present school building.

Searsol Raj High School at Ranigunj



Raniganj High School was established in 1888, not far from Raniganj Municipality. Fiction writer Shailjanand 
Mukherjee studied in this school. Many say the building was a British prison before the school was built. The layout of  
the school testifies to that. The red brick structure on the wall reminds of  a British prison. The covered face of  the school 
was used as a gallows.

Raniganj High School
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There are two huge arch-gatesto enter the palace. At the entrance, the symbol of  Searsole Raj Estate is evident. The place 
is spread over a wide terrain.  The magnificent carvings on the walls of  the palace will certainly attract the attention of  
tourists. However, with the passage of  time, the radiance of  the palace has been tarnished. Dead antlers are arranged in a 
row on the auricle, which is a sight to behold. There is the skin of  a bullet-riddled dead tiger. The palace consist huge 
dining room, big living rooms, waiting rooms and guest rooms.  The gigantic two-storey palace has high quality works of  
carvings. Inside the palace there is a huge Thakurbari (abode of  the deitys) where including family deity Damodar 
Chandra, Lord Shiva, many other gods and goddesses are worshiped. The height of  the arch is equal to a two-storey 
building. The wide garden of  the palace is decorated with different types of  flowers and trees. The big chariot at the west 
entrance of  the palace attracts the eyes of  the visitors. Rath is intimately involved with the history of  the palace. There 
are a total of  36 pairs of  peacocks and eyes around the chariot. Note that the idols are permanently mounted on the 
chariot. On the day of  the rathayatra, two horses, a charioteer and a gatekeeper are placed in front of  the chariot. 



Eastern Railway mixed Primary School is one of  the oldest English Medium Schools in Asansol. It was established in 
1905 by East India Railway to impart primary education to the wards of  the employees of  the East Indian Railways. It 
was earlier known as Anglo-Indian Railway School. Indian Schools of  all the province and the Railways, the syllabus as 
well as the text books of  all the Anglo-Indian schools were made identical in 1953.  Upto 1965 only persons of  British 
origin were entrusted to be posted as headmistress of  the school. Mrs. N Srikanth took over the charge of  Headmistress 
of  the school and she was the 1st Headmistress of  the School from Indian origin. In 1967, the School was renamed as 
Eastern Railway Mixed Primary School. From the very beginning of  its establishment till date it is an English Medium 
school. Till 1976, warden's training of  civil defense was also imparted in this school campus. Data of  all the students 
studying in the school in respect to their caste and financial condition, Qualification of  the teachers, basic 
infrastructures etc were annually sent to the Govt. by the School Management.

The century-old Eastern Railway Higher Secondary School was started in 1882 in a 'tiffin club' following Christian 
missionaries near the Loco Tank near Durand Institute in Asansol. The school was started with the aim of  educating the 
children of  railway workers through their mother tongue with the efforts of  some ardent railway workers. The school 
later moved away from Durand Colony to the opposite side of  Asansol main market. The one storied school building is 
now under Asansol Head Post Office. Afterwards the school again moved in 1898 to the present school house next to 
the Main Post Office. The then East India Railway's own Eastern Railway School got a permanent address In 1905, the 
primary school building of  the school was constructed which was then known as Anglo Indian Railway School. The 
school achieved a great reputation throughout Bengal for its high standard of  teaching during the tenure of  Rayabahadur 
Haridas Goswami as headmaster. That reputation continues to this day. Literary professor Ashutosh Bhattacharya (once 
the head of  the Bangla department at Calcutta University) was the teacher of  this school. Narayan Sanyal, popular 
writer, Bimal Kar are the alumnus of  this school. Many of  its alumni have achieved great heights in their respective 
careers. In the last few years, it has become a co-education school. At present this school is one of  the best Bangla 
medium schools. However, besides Bengali and Hindi, English medium of  education has also been started recently. The 
building and architecture of  this school is very fancy and unique. The one-story from the front, has become the second 
floor at the opposite end in terms of  architecture. The school's once large dormitory has now been converted into an 
English medium school by the Railways.  The school has been recognized as a Railway Heritage by the Eastern Railway 
for its antiquity and heritage.

Eastern Railway High School/Primary Section
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Railways - Heritage  and places of interest

Eastern Railway Higher Secondary School at Asansol

E. Rly. High School/Primary Section

Old Drawing of E. Rly. High School/Primary Section



In 1857 in the beginning of  Sepoy Mutiny, when Nilmani Singha Dev, Zamindaer of  Manbhum , Asansol, Raniganj 
and Andal declared war against East India Company, then The Company constructed a Barrack and Rest House at Andal 
and Raniganj. After the end of  company rule in the reign of  British Govt, the building was subjugated under control of  
Railways and was later converted into a school.  It has started E-Classes so that normal studies can go on. Andal is the 
backbone of  Asansol Division in Eastern Railway.  It has major yards and concentrated rake handling, maintenance 
which play vital role in Asansol Division's performance. Always there was huge demand for a good school to be 
constructed at Andal for imparting suitable education to the railway children. 

The Eastern Railway High School, Asansol, at present is a reputed and well known English Medium Govt. and Co-
education School under Central Board of  Secondary Education (CBSE) at Asansol.  Previously, it was established on 
12.1.1984 by Asansol Division of  Eastern Railway after getting permission from Railway Board, New Delhi.  At that 
time, it was a Bengali Medium School for Girl students only.  The school building was constructed in the British period 
and before 1984, this building was used as a Hostel for Boys of  Eastern Railway Higher Secondary School, Asansol.  In 
2009, this school was converted to CBSE Board and the school got affiliation in 2012 from BCSE.  The first batch of  
students who appeared in the Class-X Final Examination under the CBSE Board was in 2014 and result was 100%.  
From 2014 to 2019, the school has shown very good progress in terms of  result in the Class-X in CBSE Examination. 
Presently, student strength of  this school is around 350 who are reading in Class-VI to X. In the campus, the school has 
an open stage which is called Nivedita Mancha.

Eastern Railway High School, Andal 
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Eastern Railway High School, Asansol



Evenings were full of  fun; kids swarming all over the places, youngsters running and sliding along the chalked dance 
floor, cacophony of  housie (Bingo), gramophone blaring lively tunes and catchy numbers, animated discussion amongst 
members quenching their thirst in bar would suddenly come to an end and people would join the dance floor for waltz, 
foxtrot and other dances in rage back home then.

This Institute was very popular among the high officials of  E.I.R., right from Calcutta to Saharanpur, and they craved to 
dance in the sophisticated dance hall during the Christmas festival. The entire floor was made of  Burma Teak! However, 
entry to this Institute was restricted only to the Europeans. Indians found entry only after Independence.  There was 
dress code too which continued till sixties.  After Independence, this was used as cinema hall where famous Hollywood 
films like Ben Hur, Ten Commandants etc. were projected.  This remained as a cultural hub even after independence. The 
Institute suffered a benign neglect and decline after large scale migration of  Anglo Indians post Independence and 
slowly it degenerated to a marriage hall or a venue for occasional official functions. History of  Asansol is entwined with 
history of  Railways in Asansol as the town itself  was formed after EIR bought large tract of  forest land to construct a 
Railway township.

As soon as you take the Station Road past the Eastern 
Railway Divisional Stadium in Asansol, the beautiful 
ancient architecture, raising its head up can be seen on the 
right side of  the road. Just 1.4 km from Asansol station, 
the Durand Institute was one of  the hallmarks of  British 
rule, standing in the open in a fenced terrain. Its current 
name is 'Vivekananda Institute'. Rail has recognized the 
institute as a heritage site due to its ancient heritage and 
history.  Asansol station was built in 1863. Asansol's 
industry continued to develop with the introduction of  
railways This recreation center was built by the East India 
Railway Company in 1878 to meet up the needs of  
entertainment of  Englishmen working in EIR and to 
foster colonial culture. It is one of  the oldest clubs in the 

history of  Indian Railways. The British and Anglo-Indian club was named as Institute of  Mechanical Engineers. In 
1916 the name was re-changed to 'European Institute'. No Indian natives had the right to enter into the precincts of  
club. It was written in English, 'Indians and dogs are not allowed to enter'. The European Institute won the Baton Cup of  
India in 1922. No one else in the district, including Asansol, has ever achieved such title.

The Durand area was considered a European colony and the Institute was a club of  white-skinned workers on the East 
India Railway. There was a swimming pool until 1901, but it was closed in 1902 and turned into a dancing hall. 
Colloquially, it was called 'Nachghar'. Christmas was celebrated in Durand for seven days with great grandeur. Even 
from the head office in Calcutta, the Englishmen with their families used to come to join the celebrations. People from 
this country could go on that day even if  they were not allowed to enter the club at other times of  the year. The festival 
was held throughout the night. In addition to Christmas, at the end of  the year, NEW YEAR EVE BALL was another 
big festival for English and Anglo Indians. Surprisingly, for many years after independence (1947), Indians were allowed 
to enter into the institute only on Independence and Republic Day.

The Institute, one of  oldest Institutes in India, was set up in 1878 and was named as European Institute in 1915 and 
rechristened as Durand Institute in year 1925 in the honour of  Sir Durand, Architect of  Durand line.  After 
independence, it was renamed as Vivekanand Institute in year 1987.

With large teak panelled dancing hall, swimming pool, billiards and card rooms, library, tennis and badminton courts, 
bar room, it was abuzz with social, cultural and sports activities.
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Durand Institute (Vivekananda Institute)

Cross section with Mini Hall with Portico and Tower



The entrance door of  the Mini Hall of  Durand Institute and some of  the interior doors have stunning "Rose 
Windows". There are wonderful artistic patterns of  rose-shaped colored gem-like glass ornaments. Three such colored 
stone windows are still in existence. The famous tower of  the main building is 22 meters high.  It has four small peaks 
around its head, each of  which are 18.5 m long. The tower is 6 meters wide on the outside and 3.8 meters wide inside. 
Below this tower is a historic copperplate. The names of  the East Indian Railway workers who sacrificed their lives 
during First World War are embossed on it.  To the left of  the entrance is a large, long hall with two rooms which were 
used as billiards room and other multipurpose courts. Now, of  course, the billiard board is unusable. Between the two 
buildings there is still a huge tennis court with its golden memories. Scattered throughout the Durand Institutes are 
traces of  the Colonial period. Large lounge hall, cloakroom, library, ticket office, old furniture make this ancient 
building attractive. In addition to a lovely bar, there is a long corridor, a library, a spacious toilet, and a cycle room of  
colonial period. The 'Typical historical Gothic revivalist style' of  pillars, arches, doors, windows, interior designs of  the 
halls of  this ancient monument, which still survives into the 21st century, are the testimonials of  the development of  
colonial countries from Europe, England, Scotland to India. This is the specialty of  Durand Institute.

Recently, Railway Administration of  Asansol Division, Eastern Railway has thoroughly renovated the 142-year-old 
mausoleum bringing its heritage value. Durand has been newly decorated. The Durand Institute has been transformed 
into a heritage gallery. The Mini Hall currently converted in to an air-conditioned Heritage Art Gallery. The whole 
building is decorated with European lighting. The courtyard is also adorned with a variety of  trees and flowering plants 
and lush green lawns around the institute. The institute boasts to possess with 15 old silver cups of  the past, old video 
projectors of  the Colonial period. Not only railway workers, but a number of  heritage-lover enthusiasts from all over 
India pay a visit to witness this Heritage Institute.

Until the 1960s, Durand was the main center of  Asansol's social and cultural life. In 1925 the club was renamed as 
Durand Institute. Mortimer Durand was the Foreign Secretary of  the British Government from 1884 to 1894. He was 
the architect of  the famous Durand Line, the international border between Afghanistan and now Pakistan. He served in 
a number of  important capacities, including as British Ambassador to Spain and the USA. He started a popular football 
tournament called Durand Cup. The European Institute in Asansol was named after this famous man, the Durand 
Institute.

Even after independence, there were several Anglo-Indians, out of  them Mr. B. R. Berger took over the charge of  
Secretary. Meanwhile, the Christmas festivities were weakened and closed in 1957-58. In 1985, the first Indian 
Secretary of  the Institute was Kalishankar Bhattacharya. In 1987, the name was changed again.  This time, it was named 
as Vivekananda Institute after the great Indian Hindu monk, philosopher, writer and musician Vivekananda. 
Surprisingly, the Institute is still to be known as Durand Institute by the local people.

The chairs in the hall with the floor were also made of  wood. They were probably brought out during the ball-dance. At 
present, of  course, these chairs or floors are no longer Burmese teak. Note that the swimming pool was so large that in 
addition to the dance hall, library, cloak room, bar etc were constructed at the place of  swimming pool. The East India 
Company's London-based Board of  Directors approved the 
project. In addition to dance, the hall was formerly used as a 
theater. Later, it also became a movie theater. There, movies were 
screened on large screen measuring 70 mm. At present it is used as 
a stage for various cultural events. It is 31.5 m long and 20.475 m 
wide and has a ceiling height of  11.7 m above the floor. The size 
of  the stage inside the main hall is 12.2 meters long, 900 
millimeters high and 6 meters wide as rectangular. The wooden 
floor of  the stage has been kept intact to retain the old glory.  
Adjacent to the main hall of  Durand's main building, the so-
called 'Mini Durand', bears a striking resemblance to the 
architectural style of  1930's Street Station, Victoria Railway 
Institute, Australia. The dimension of  this beautiful oval mini hall 
is 31.33 meters long and 13.72 meters wide with a total of  16 
square pillars with 8 gothic arches on either side of  the balcony to 
hold the aches. The beauty of  these arches inside is incomparable 
in architecture.  To the right of  the entrance to the Durand or 
Vivekananda Institute, there is a beautiful tower and a building 
with two halls. The large hall of  the building was once a huge 
swimming pool. On the eve of  the Durand Institute's Silver 
Jubilee celebrations, it was abolished and turned into a 'dance hall' 
with high-quality Burmese teak or teak wood.
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The second one was setup in the year 1915 to meet the recreational demands of  the Indian. The Institute became 
functional in the year 1917.  Later on the eve of  independence the Institute came to be known as 'Subhash Institute' 
after the great freedom fighter of  India. In its initial days the Institute also organised cultural and sports events. This 
Institute started cinema shows in 1925 with the help of  Arora Studio. Later with the Independence movement catching 
up the Institute became a centre of  patriotic activities. Some sources suggest that patriotic activities like holding secret 
meetings etc. used to be organized in this Institute frequently.
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Subhash Institute (Indian Institute), Asansol
Chittaranjan Institute, Andal, previously known as Indian Institute, Andal was established in the year 1938.  It is located 
at the very approach of  Andal Railway Township opposite to Andal Post Office and near Eastern Railway High School, 
Andal. Another Institute located at Hospital Colony, Andal was better known as European Institute.  In the year 1948, 
European Institute and Indian Institute were merged and renamed as Chittaranjan Institute, named after great freedom 
fighter of  Bengal, Shri C R Das. The Institute was registered under Sub-divisional Sports Association, Asansol.  Regular 
football tournaments were also organized involving most of  the nearby Sub-divisional teams which includes Teams from 
Kolkata too.  Once Mohun Bagan Club took part in one such football tournaments played at Gear Ground, Andal. The 
period from 1950 – 1975, Indian movies were projected in this Institute (better known as Savitri Talkies) as a part of  
recreation for the Railway family members.  The renovation work of  Chittaranjan Institute, Andal was taken over and 
has been completed in two months' time.  The renovated Institute was rededicated to the nation 30.11.2018.

Chittaranjan Institutes (Indian Institute), Andal

Heritage Structure of Subhash Institute Renovated Subhash Institute

Heritage Structure of Chittaranjan Institute

Old Drawings of Chittaranjan InstituteOld Drawing of Subhash Institute



The building was constructed prior to independence of  India by the British for amusement and recreation of  the British 
nationals.  The Tagore Institute was in the past a hub of  cultural activities, and dramatic performances and cinema shows 
used to be staged on festival seasons. Seasonal games of  football and cricket were played in the playground on regular 
basis. After independence, the Club was named as Tagore Institute and it became a cultural hub of  the area, a major 
portion of  the Institute was given on lease to private party to run cinema hall. Tagore Institute of  Sitarampur deserves a 
special mention when it comes talking about Sitarampur, as it marks a landmark of  the place, although it now stands in a 
desolate condition in the western end of  the Railway playground. By the psychological law of  association, the name of  
Akhil Memorial Challenge Shield football tournament comes to mind.
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Tagore Institute, Sitarampur
Lal Bahadur Sashtri Institute was established in the year 1921.  It was previously better known as Cosmopolitan 
Institute. After the demise of  Shri Lalbahadur Shastri, Ex-PM, Govt of  India, the Institute was renamed as Lal Bahadur 
Sashtri Institute. Former CM of  Bihar, Shri Kedar Pandey, Shri Jagannath Mishra and the then local MP, Shri Suraj 
Mondal also used to visit this Institute quite frequently.  Ex Finance Minister, Shri Jaswant Sinha also used to visit this 
Institute when he was Commissioner of  Dumka for playing Badminton occasionally. In the year 2011, allotment of  an 
amount of  Rs.35 Laks was made from CSBF for thorough renovation of  this Institute. Cinema hall run at this Institute 
was discontinued in the year 2008.  This is the only Railway Institute between Vidyasagar – Narganjo, Jasidih – Dumka 
and Deoghar – Banka sections.

Lalbahadur Sashtri Institutes, Madhupur
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Eastern Railway Divisional Stadium or Loco Ground is one of  the finest grounds which has been produced in Asansol 
area.  It is a multi-purpose stadium in Railway area of  Asansol, West Bengal.  This stadium has been developed and 
maintained by Asansol Division of  Eastern Railway. This stadium is meant for development of  sports activities of  the 
railway employees and their wards only.  All major sports events are played here; cricket, football, athletic, body-building. 
This stadium is equipped with large running track of  more than 400 mtr, huge galleries, players' room, fully functional 
gym, officials' room, meeting room, toilet complex, resting facilities for full team.  Moreover, this ground is facilitated 
with flood lights which help in arranging games even during evening time (beyond office hours) so that railway Officers, 
Staff  and their family members can take part in large numbers. Celebration of  Republic Day is also being arranged at 
this beautiful ground where all the railway children, school students, scouts and guides members, RPF personnel, 
sportsmen, railway officers, supervisors, staff  and their family come to witness gala programme on the event. The 
ground has also been used for organizing matches of  football, cricket and other sports, musical nights etc. from time to 
time, on stipulated rent as well. The stadium has hosted a Ranji Trophy Match in 1982 when  played against Orissa.

Divisional Railway Stadium, Asansol
In 183, the East India Railway was extended from Raniganj to Asansol. At the same time the railway headquarters was 
shifted from Raniganj to Asansol. Asansol railway employees and officials naturally needed treatment. The Burlington 
Hospital was built by the East India Railway in 1869. It is located on south of  GT Road, opposite to Asansol Loco 
Ground. It was the first hospital to be built in Asansol town. But, only British and Anglo-Indian railway workers were 
treated in Burlington due to colonial discrimination. At the same time, a relatively large zonal hospital was set up in 
Asansol for the treatment of  ordinary railway employees. The hospital rail colony, now located at the southwest end of  
the Divisional Rail Hospital, still retains the features of  the old Mandal Hospital, like the original Burlington building. 
The Burlington-controlled Mandal Hospital has a state-of-the-art laboratory, X-ray unit and a morgue. The cottage 
No. 78, which is now used as a staff  cottage, consists of  the first three rooms of  the Surgical Ward. There was also a small 
ward for men. The last room on the east side of  the cottage also had a separate operation theatre. There was a kitchen 
room for patients. The hospital's office was on the upper floor. Below was the outpatient department (OPD), 
Laboratory or Pathology Department and Dispensary. Later, the laboratory moved to the staff  quarters (No. 249), 
right in front of  the cottage. The large three-room quarters behind the cottage, No. 77, were then X-ray rooms. All of  
these were closed after the opening of  the new Divisional Railway Hospital, but the old morgue was open until a few 
years ago. At present there are many railway quarters around the complex. However, there was an operating room in 
Burlington at that time. Burlington Hospital continued to serve until the Divisional Railway Hospital was built in 
1966.It is pertinent to note that Burlington Hospital at that time not only showed medical success, but also became 
famous as a football club of  the European Institute (Durand Institute). The Burlington building was renovated in 2019 
after being declared a Rail Heritage.

Burlington Hospital , Asansol
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Loreto Convent School is not only the first missionary school but also the first school for girls in Asansol. At present this 
institution is a well-known English medium convent school. According to European and Anglo-Indian employees of  the 
East India Railway, Christian priests arrived in Asansol. Several churches were established primarily for practicing of  
Christianity. The Loreto Convent was established in 1877 at the initiative of  the Christian clergy since the railway was 
expanding around colliery-based Asansol area. During this time, the Anglo-Indians of  the Catholic community in the 
railway colony became increasingly in need of  a school for their children. In this regard, Loreto Convent was formed and 
on February 7th, 1877, the school started teaching. At present, this institute caters to the educational needs not only of  
Asansol, but also of  Raniganj or Kulti industrial areas. At the request of  the first Jesuit Paris priest, Father Martin 
Jacques, five sisters first came to Asansol with Mother Dolphin Heart. They started the school with 35 students in a 
small bungalow near the presbytery. At first, both boys and girls were admitted in the lower class. In 1942, a significant 
event took place. The flames of  World War II fell on the Loreto Convent. The British Army took over the school 
overnight for the Army Hospital. Then 75 residents including 12 sisters were forced to move to Shimla. They returned 
to Asansol in 1946 when the soldiers left the school. The school currently offers ICSC and ISC classes from nursery to 
class XII.  In 1992, the school authorities started a school here called 'Ankur' only to educate the needy children. The 
Loreto Convent School with brilliant heritage value is just 2.4 kilometers from Asansol Station, in front of  Shatabdi 
Park and along GT Road. The school covers a large area. The century-old higher secondary school, built with multiple 
buildings in the style of  the Western dynasty under the shade of  colorful flowering trees, deciduous and evergreen trees, 
will reach its sesquicentennial mark in a few years. The school has a large field and a pond. There is a big basketball court.

Loreto Convent School At Maheshmunda station, there is an ancient well inside the station premises which is more than 100 years old. The 
internal diameter of  well is about 14 feet and is of  35 feet depth. It's water is supposed to be therapeutic and residents of  
hundreds villages of  that area use water only from that well, Sarkari Kuan or Railway kuan. It's water was transported to 
the house of  Tagores in Kolkata and it is said that Prince Dwarka Nath Tagore would drink only water of  this well. 
Special arrangements were made by EIR to transport water to Kolkata for them. The Division had planned to renovate 
the well in pattern of  Bawris of  Rajsthan and erect a plaque describing its rich heritage. Now, this is a spot to visit in 
Madhupur-Giridih section.

Heritage Well at Maheshmunda

Heritage Structure of Maheshmunda Well

Educational Institutions in Asansol Area



The Assembly of  God Church School, Asansol is one of  the most prestigious institutions situated in the industrial belt 
of  Asansol. The Assembly of  God Church, School Asansol is the centre for educational excellence and has a legacy of  
success and quality education that was entrenched and upheld by legendary and beloved leaders - Mrs. A. Aidinyantz, 
Mrs. P. Malvea, Mrs. E. John and Mrs. J.R. Anderson. The foundation laid by the able predecessors has established this 
institute to be among one of  the premier schools in Bengal. The school is successfully operating in two locations with 
sprawling campuses which is providing Three streams (Science, Commerce and Humanities) at +2 level and have well 
equipped laboratories and Audio -Visual rooms to make teaching and learning more creative and interesting for the 
students when they go back to the regular mode of  teaching. It was a turning point in the history of  the school and there 
was great jubilation when the school was upgraded to Class-X and received Government Recognition with effect from 
January 1978. Thereafter, the school secured affiliation to the Council for the ICSE Examination, New Delhi. The first 
batch of  13 girls appeared for the ICSE Examination in November, 1978 with 100% results. In 1987, Mrs. P. Malvea 
took over in the year 1987. Mrs. E. John officiated as Principal till Mr. and Mrs. Malvea took over. A warm welcome was 
accorded to Mr. and Mrs. Malvea, Administrator and Principal respectively when they took over the school in July 1987. 
Mr. Malvea previously Principal of  Assembly of  God Church School, Calcutta joined as Administrator of  the three 
Schools and Mrs. P. Malvea became the Principal of  the main school in Asansol. Mrs. P. Malvea was Principal from the 
year 1987 to 2009. Even, the present students and staff  always look upto her. During her tenure the school reached great 
heights especially in academics. The school got first six pointer in 1988 and then the no. of  six pointers and then seven 
pointers grew. Success was achieved in other fields also. Another wonderful lady of  the institution was Mrs. E. John. She 
worked sincerely and devotedly for this school. The Inter School Basketball Tournament has been named after her as the 
Esther John Memorial Inter School Girls Basketball Tournament. After the departure of  Mrs. P. Malvea, the reins of  
administration were taken over by Mrs. J. Anderson.
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A G Church School, Asansol
St. Patrick's School was built in the year 1891 as a Scholasticate for Belgian Jesuits. The climate of  the dry plains seemed 
to be hard on them hence it was taken over by the Irish Christian Brothers in 1890 and opened the institution as St. 
Patrick's Boarding of  Anglo- Indian and European Boys. The buildings were first used to host students only in 1891, 
founded by the Congregation of  Christian Brothers, a Catholic religious institute from Ireland that has undertaken 
missionary and educational work worldwide. With three sections for each class/grade from KG to X and two section for 
XI and XII, there are about 1,800 students enrolled in the school. The school follows the 10+2 Council for the Indian 
School Certificate Examinations curriculum which includes the national ICSE exam at the end of  Class 10, and the ISC 
Science exam at the end of  Class 12. The school enjoys considerable recognition for academic excellence, having 
produced many state and national rankers. St. Patrick's was originally a fully residential school. It started admitting day 
scholars later, and finally closed the hostel completely in 1984. The school has enrolled girls in Classes XI and XII since 
2009. The school is one of  the largest landowners in Asansol, with buildings, fields, a huge pond and acres of  virgin 
wooded areas bordering prime real estate like the residential colony known as Hill View or other schools like Loreto 
Convent, Maria Goretti, St. Joseph's School and St. Vincent's School. St. Patrick's Alumni International is the largest 
and oldest alumni organization, founded in 2001. It has about 4,500 alumni in its network and does not charge any fees.

St. Pattrick's School, Asansol



St. Vincent's School founded in 1919 is one of  the 26 CB schools in India. Academically par excellence, the games down 
the years have been a major characteristic of  the School life. Past pupils are to be found around the world as well as all 
over India and they remember St. Vincent's with pride. St. Vincent de Paul is the patron Saint of  our school. The 
Christian brothers have worked for almost a century in St. Vincent's School and many of  their stalwarts are buried in the 
St. Patrick's Cemetery.  St Vincent's school, Asansol has a history of  serving the society in the field of  education with 
compassion. A learning centre where it is believed “if  a child can't learn the way you teach, then teach him in a way he can 
learn”. A child is capable of  doing better with appropriate help provided at the earliest.  Founder of  St. Vincent School, 
Edmund Rice was born to a farming family on 1st June 1762 at Westcourt, Callan, Co. Kilkenny, Ireland. After receiving 
elementary education at the local “hedge school”, he attended a commercial academy in Kilkenny city. In 1779 Edmund 
went to Waterford and was apprenticed to his uncle, Michael Rice, in the business of  supplying all the needs of  ships that 
plied their trade across the Atlantic Ocean. He earned enough money to make himself  and his family comfortable for 
life. Students of  this school prepare for the Indian Certificate of  Secondary Education Examination (Class X) and the 
Indian School certificate examination (Class XII). The School Year is from April to March. Courses through the school 
are so geared that the pupils offer suitable combination of  the following in the final examination English Language, 
English Literature, Bengali, Hindi, Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Biology, Computer Science, History, Commerce, 
Economics, Accounts, Mathematics, and Geography, Hindi / Bengali is taught as a third Language. There are also 
regular courses in Art, Craft. Elocution, Music, SUPW , YOGA and P.T. Special care is taken to advise students 
regarding the optional courses most suitable for them. Two main examinations are held each year followed by a Parent/ 
Teacher meeting and distribution of  results after each of  the examinations.
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St. Vincent School, Asansol
The sapling planted in the year 1977 has bloomed into a full-fledged school of  plus two level having over 2500 students 
and over 120 staff  members.  Burnpur Riverside School is the only English Medium School in the Burnpur Area run 
and managed by Burnpur Riverside School Educational Society. It is affiliated to CBSE, Delhi. At Senior Secondary 
level, students have choice of  either Commerce or Science. With many achievements to its credit, its acclaim and fame has 
reached far and wide. An air conditioned conference hall has been set up with the latest multimedia facilities where 
lessons are imparted with educational CD's to clear concepts. This Conference hall is used for various workshops, 
seminars, PTM's, etc. An English Language Lab and Audio Visual Room have been set up to enhance the 
communication skill, speaking, proficiency and all around development of  the students in English Language. The 
school has a well furnished library. Students come here to spend some quality time in the world of  books. There are more 
than 25000 books in the library. Apart from the school library, each class has a small class library which is managed by 
the students themselves. The infrastructure of  two Computer and IT Labs offers students with the latest technology. 
These two well furnished air conditioned rooms provide computers to the students in the ratio 1:1.The school has three 
ECO clubs and an Interact Club to make the future citizens realize the need for a good environment and community 
service. BRS is also on the way of  taking up the literacy programme for the underprivileged children.BRS endeavors to 
uplift the underprivileged children through informal education. The students have been provided with free books, bags, 
water bottles, school dress, and shoes and nutritious Tiffin. Games and sports are an indispensable part of  education. 
BRS provides the students maximum opportunity to participate in various games.

Burnpur Riverside School



Ushagram Primary Missionary School was established in 1904.It got recognition as Boys' and Girls' High School in 
1931.It is the oldest Bengali medium school in Asansol. There are two schools side by side along GT Road near BB 
College in Ushagramarea. Ushagram Missionary School started its journey with a few students at the long and large 
asbestos shaded room located at the left hand side of  the entrance gate of  Ushagram Girls' High School.

The connection of  Asansol Ushagram Missionary School with Mahatma Gandhi was very close. The then Reverend 
Fayed G. William and his wife of  this school discovered construction process of  the septic tank at a nominal cost. At 
Gandhiji's advice, his private secretary twice visited the school to witness and learn about this rural home sanitation. In 
1935, a septic tank model of  Ushagram was installed at Gandhiji's Sebagram Ashram. 

However, due to technical glitches, Gandhi wrote a handwritten letter to the Reverend William in August 1941, asking 
him to pay a visit to Sebagram with his wife and give them further advice on the proper use of  'Septic Latrine'. A copy of  
that letter is carefully pasted on the wall of  Ushagram Boys' School.
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Ushagram Missionary School
B.B. College - the first college in Asansol was established in 1944. At that time the name was 'Asansol College'. With the 
efforts of  Raybahadur Yogendranath Roy and Dr. Atul Chandra Lahiri, the college was built at Atowal Bhaban on SB 
Gorai Road. It was later relocated to Ushagram on the eastern outskirts of  Asansol along the G.T. Road in 1960. 
Freedom fighter Banwarilal Bhalotia donated two lakh rupees for the construction of  the college building. According to 
the then government law, thenit was renamed as Banwarilal Bhalotia College. The foundation stone of  the college was 
laid by the then Chief  Minister of  West Bengal Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy in presence of  the then Vice Chancellor of  
Burdwan University. This college, which is rich in all departments, is now very famous in this industrial area. It has 
recently graded with 'A' by the NAAC under UGC Grade ranking. The college has a significant place among the colleges 
affiliated to the University of  Burdwan for its good results at graduate level. There are students' hostels in the college.

Asansol B.B. College, Asansol



Bidhan Chandra College (Government Sponsored), Asansol, District Burdwan, West Bengal is a co-educational institute 
established in the year 1961. The members of  the Asansol Educational Development Committee, a Relief  and Welfare 
Society took initiative in founding this college and Sri Sasthi Narayan Gorai donated the sum of  Rs.1,11,111 to 
support their noble cause. The institution owes its name to Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy – an illustrious son of  Bengal and 
one of  the early Chief  Ministers, and its foundation stone was laid by Dr. Sarvapally Radhakrishnan, an internationally 
acclaimed scholar of  Indian Philosophy and the then Vice President of  India. Since then, we have been one of  the major 
higher-educational institutes of  West Bengal, affiliated to the University of  Burdwan and approved by the University 
Grants Commission - located in an urban area of  the still most significant industrial zone (Asansol-Burnpur) of  the 
state. At present, the college runs in three sections (morning, day and evening), offering various undergraduate courses 
(both honours and pass course) in the arts, science, and commerce streams. In arts honours – Bengali, English, Hindi, 
Urdu, Sanskrit, History, Political Science, Economics, Philosophy, and Geography are offered; in science honours 
almost all major subjects like Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry and Zoology are taught ; and in commerce, honours in 
Accountancy is allowed to be opted for alongside various other professional courses like BBA, BCA, and Computer 
Science.The vision of  the college is to teach human beings work hard, act selflessly, and march ahead steadily on the way 
of  progress so that they may become instrumental in bringing a peaceful revolution which would turn this world into a 
better place for all. As one premiere institute of  the formerly District of  Burdwan and presently the District of  Paschim 
Bardhaman, Bidhan Chandra College, Asansol, has long been engaged in the dissemination of  knowledge and culture 
amongst the students from mainly the borderlands of  West Bengal, Jharkhand, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. Proud of  its 
rich heritage as the only college being named after one of  the founders of  modern India, Dr Bidhan Chandra Roy during 
his lifetime, with its foundation stone being laid by none other than Dr Sarvapalli Radhakrisnan, this institute has 
recently entered into a new phase of  cultivation of  knowledge with its accreditation by the National Assessment and 
Accreditation Council under University Grants Commission.
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B .C .College, Asansol
Asansol Engineering College, a self  financing institute established in the year 1998. It is situated at Asansol, Burdwan, 
West Bengal. It offers B Tech, BCA, BBA, MCA and M Tech in various disciplines. The college is approved by All India 
Council for Technical Education (AICTE), affiliated to Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of  Technology 
(MAKAUT) [Formerly - West Bengal University of  Technology (WBUT)] and recognized by UGC under section 2 of  
the UGC Act, 1956.The College is approved by AICTE, New Delhi and Dept. of  Higher Education, Govt. of  West 
Bengal, affiliated to WBUT, West Bengal and recognized by UGC, under section 2(f) UGC Act (1956). The college 
started with four departments and 180 students. Now the college offers seven streams of  B. Tech courses in Engineering, 
namely Electronics and Communication Engineering, Applied Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering, Computer 
Science, Information Technology, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Civil Engineering and three 
Master degree courses, namely M. Tech in Electrical Engineering, M. Tech. in Electronic & Communication Engineering 
and Master of  Computer Application. Except those AICTE-approved courses, another two University-approved 
courses namely BBA (H) and BCA(H) also running with the name of  Asansol Engineering College. The Institute was 
sanctioned a financial grant under TEQIP phase I to improve learning outcomes and employability of  graduates. The 
Institute got "AA" award by a reputed magazine through the survey of  Engineering Colleges in East and the Northeast 
India. The college is running in a wide land area, approx 17 acres with more than 3000 students, more than 200 faculties 
and laboratory assistant, four multistoried buildings, three multistoried building for boys and girls hostel, more than 
150 class rooms & laboratory, individual seminar room for each department, 24 hours internet facility etc. The college 
aims at enhancing Post-Graduate education and Research & Development programs with the attainment of  academic 
autonomy and to achieve that aim it likes to restructure its curricula to make it flexible, learner-centric and industry-
oriented.

Asansol Engineering College
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Babadham at Baidyanathdham

Deoghar Ramakrishna MissionAsansol Division – Hidden Gems unearthed

Vaidyanatha Jyotirlinga temple, also known as Baba Baidyanath dham and Baidyanath dham is one of  the twelve 
Jyotirlingas, the most sacred abodes of  Shiva. It is located in Deoghar in the Santhal Parganas division of  the state of  
Jharkhand, India. It is a temple complex consisting of  the main temple of  Baba Baidyanath, where the Jyotirlinga is 
installed, and 21 other temples.  Kanwar Yatra (Devanagari) is an annual pilgrimage of  devotees of  Shiva, known as 
Ka nvarias or "Bhole" to Hindu pilgrimage places of  Sultanganj in Bihar to fetch holy waters of  Ganges River. Millions 
of  participants gather sacred water from the Ganga and carry it across hundreds of  miles to dispense as offerings in 
Baidyanath Temple in Jharkhand. The nearest railway station is Jasidih railway station, which is 7 km from Vaidyanath 
temple. Jasidh is 311 km from Howrah/Sealdah on Patna route. On a normal day, the worshipping of  Baidyanath 
Jyotirlingam begins at 4 AM. The temple doors open at this time. During 4:00am to 5:30 am, the Head priest worships 
with Shodashopachar. Locals also call it Sarkari Pooja. In the evening at 6 PM the doors are opened again for 
devotees/pilgrims and the process of  worshipping begins again. At this time Shringar Puja takes place. The temple 
closes at 9:00 pm on a normal day, but during Holy Shravan month, the timings are extended. 

Ramakrishna Mission Vidyapith was established in 1922. It is the oldest residential educational institution of  
Ramakrishna Mission, and was visited by some of  the brother disciples of  Swami Vivekananda. Now it has a residential 
Senior Secondary School, a well equipped charitable medical unit with modern diagnostic facilities, a centre for 
academic coaching to school going children from the surrounding poor families, vocational training courses for local 
school drop-outs under the auspices of  National Open School, and occasional activities of  relief  and rehabilitation 
work. A small school initially, Vidyapith has now grown into a premier institution of  the country with many other 
activities added to it. Vidyapith has now completed ninety six years of  its existence. It is, therefore, rich in experience and 
expertise. Witnessing ups and downs within this period, it has had slices of  joy and ounces of  sorrow during this period. 
A defining moment, however, arrived when it was conferred the “National Award” for outstanding work in the field of  
child welfare by the Government of  India, in 1986. In recognition of  its excellence, there are otherwise, accolades galore, 
for the exceptional performances in different fields of  activity.  The school was originally affiliated to the West Bengal 
boards of  education. Much later, it was provisionally affiliated to the Central Board of  Secondary Education, New 
Delhi in 1964. Thereafter, permanent affiliation of  the school was sanctioned w.e.f. 1.5.1973 (vide letter no. 
CBSE/AI/03/8/618 dated 22 December 1973).  Coming down to the present, the school had 502 students on its roll 
from classes VI to XII during 2017-18. Its residential section is divided into 16 Dhams (houses) named after the direct 
disciples of  Sri Ramakrishna.
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Anukul Thakur Ashram, Jasidih
Satsang is a philanthropic organization founded by Sree Sree Thakur Anukulchandra. It is one of  the major spiritual and 
cultural movements in India started in the early 20th century.  Satsang was originally registered in Pabna (British India) 
in 1925 as a public charitable institution. However, after the Independence and partition of  India, it was again registered 
in 1951 in the Indian Union under the Societies Registration act of  1860. Its headquarters was established as Satsang 
Ashram at Deoghar, Jharkhand (then Bihar) after Thakur Anukulchandra moved to Deoghar from his birthplace in the 
Pabna District of  East Bengal (now Bangladesh) on September 2, 1946.  At present Satsang has more than two thousand 
branches located in India, Bangladesh, Burma, Europe, Middle East, Africa and America. Anukulchandra Chakravarty 
(1888–1969) a physician, a philosopher, a guru and the founder of  Satsang, was born in the Himayetpur village of  
Pabna district of  British India which is now a part of  Bangladesh. Sivachandra Chakravarty and Monomohini Devi were 
his father and mother respectively. As a young medical student in Calcutta, Anukulchandra started serving and treating 
the slum dwellers in 1911. After six years of  study, he came back to Himaitpur and began to practice medicine.  In 1913, 
Anukulchandra was spiritually initiated by his mother. After his initiation, he along with his friends and companions 
started doing intense kirtan. During kirtan, he often went into a state of  trance, fell on the ground unconsciously and 
uttered messages in that condition. His going into trance during kirtan, delivering holy messages during trance and the 
devotion of  those around him started attracting many more people. As a number of  people came to his village to visit 
him began to settle permanently, gradually his village home was converted into an ashram. 

Rikhia Ashram, Deoghar
Rikhiapeeth is situated in a remote village, twelve kilometres from the renowned temple town of  Deoghar, Jharkhand. It 
is the tapobhumi of  the great spiritual luminary and exponent of  Yoga, Paramahansa Satyananda, who is renowned 
world-wide for his specialised and unparalleled contribution to Yoga, Tantra and the spiritual sciences.  Rikhiapeeth is 
where Swami Satyananda lived the life of  a Paramahansa Yogi for twenty years performing long and arduous yogic 
sadhanas before taking Samadhi here in 2009. In keeping with the yogic and spiritual legacy he left behind, the sprawling 
ashram has evolved into a vibrant epicentre where serious yoga lovers and sincere spiritual seekers from all walks of  life, 
flock to experience the peace, harmony and true joy of  living a Yogic lifestyle.  The mandate he gave for Rikhia is serve, 
love, give, purify. Ideal for those who wish to live yoga rather than just practise it, the main focus at Rikhiapeeth is seva 
(selfless service). It caters to sincere aspirants looking for a wholistic approach to Yoga as here seva is not just regarded as 
social service but as a sadhana or spiritual effort. Rikhiapeeth is also the official headquarters of  Sivananda Math and 
Sivananda Ashram. Under the umbrella of  these organisations the on-going activities vary from Yoga training, Yoga 
sadhana retreats, Yajnas, Discourses on Yoga, Tantra and Philosophy to ashram lifestyle where seva (service) of  the rural 
communities is the main activity. The uniqueness of  Rikhiapeeth also lies in the fact that it is set in a pure, serene, rural 
environment which lends fullness to the yogic life emulated here. 
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SimultalaAwasiya Vidyalaya (SAV)
Simultala Awasiya Vidyalaya was established on 09th August, 2010 at Simultala of  Jamui District in Bihar on the line of   
Netarhat Awasiya Vidyalaya of  Jharkhand. Students selected from various districts of  Bihar on basis of  a competition 
Examination study in class 6 to class 12 under 'Gurukul System'.  This is an English Medium School, where value based 
education is provided free of  cost. Every year, maximum of  students are listed/ achieved the rank of   under Top 10 in the 
Board Examination of  Bihar. People of  Bihar try their best to admit their offspring in this school due to the value-based 
environment of  education. Simultala Awasiya Vidyalaya is located in a vast area at Simultla which is famous as 'Mini 
Shimla'.  Residential arrangements for the students, teaching and non-teaching staff  are managed in the school-
compound.  Everyday thousands of  guardians of  students used to visit Simultala. There are three committees which 
promptly monitor the School-Management.  Education-Society is the first of  them, which is headed by Education 
Ministry and Principal Secretary of  the State is the Secretary of  this committee. Education Executive Committee is the 
2nd of  them which is headed by the Principal Secretary and the Secretary is this committee is the Director of  Secondary 
Education. 3rd of  them is Management Committee which is headed by the District Magistrate (DM) and the Secretary 
of  this committee is the Principal of  this School.  Every year, a budget of  Rs.10 cr is allotted for the proper management 
of  this School.

Basukinath Temple
Basukinath is located in Dumka District of  Jharkhand. It lies on the Deoghar – Dumka state highway and is around 25 
km north-west of   Dumka. It is a place of  pilgrimage for Hindus. Basukinath Temple is the main attraction here.Jasidih 
Junction Railway Station and Jamtara Railway Station are the nearest railheads. Ranchi Airport is the nearest airport. It 
is situated at Jarmundi Block on Dumka Deoghar State Highway at a distance of  24 km from the Distrcit headquarters 
Dumka. In a year lacs and lacs people from different parts of  country come here to worship Lord Shiva. In the month of  
Shravan people of  several country also come here to worship Lord Shiva.  
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Simultala : Bangali Babur Kothi
KOTHI OF B.N. SARKAR (CIRCAR) : The 'KOTHI OF B.N. SARKAR' of  is located in Simultala. The name of  the 
Bunglow is “CHITRA”.   The father of  the  Bengali TALKIE (talking movie) cum DADASAHEB PHALKE AWARD 
honoured B.N. Sarkar got the Kothi constructed in 1940 to gift it to his son Dilip Sarkar.  One of  the renowned shelter 
in Simultala is "ANYA RESORT" which is well equipped with all the facilities for the tourists coming to Simultala. The 
Resort is having a swimming pool including the rooms with state-of-the-art amenities. Simultala based an Ashram 
SEVADHAM kothi of  Sri Sri 1008 Acharya Mahamandaleshwar cum Pithadhishwar of  Dakshin Kalipeeth, Haridwar 
and Head of  Niranjani Akhada, KAILASHAANAND GIRI JI MAHARAJ is also a place  of  interests, which was built 
in past by R.N. Mukherjee saheb, the owner of  a narrow-gauge railway. After purchasing this Heritage Building, the 
Head of  Niranjani Akhada, KAILASHAANAND GIRI JI has converted it into an Ashram.

Anandpur Sri Ramkrishna Math, Simultala
Anandpur Sri Ramkrishna Math was established at Simultala - one of  the most beautiful and captivating/lovely natural 
place of  Jamui District of  Bihar, by the kin efforts of  Yogi Vilasanand, immediate/ultimate pupil of  Swami 
Vivekananda and the first Chairperson/President of  Belur Math Brahmanand Maharaj in 1916. Swamijee visited 
Simultala twice in 1887 and 1889 respectively. During his Simultala journey Swamijee thought that an international 
Math would be established at Simultala. All the matters regarding this Simultala journey of  Swamijee is dealt in the 
popular book titled 'Complete Journey of  Swami Vivekananda. Swami jee was suffering from stomach problems. He 
visited Simultala in compliance of  his dear friend Surendranath Benarjee's (Congress President) advice for 
convalescence/ improvement in his health. 

There are many Bungalows of  famous celebrities at Simultala including Surendranath Bannerjee. Swamijee stayed at 
'Swastika Kothi' in Simultala for 15 days during his first visit. He resided at Surendranath Benarjee's Bungalow for three 
months during his second journey to Simultala. Swamijee wanted to establish a world-famous math at Simultala.  
Anyone who better consider about Swamijee's dream, they were Yogi Vilasanand Maharaj and Brahmanand Maharaj. 
Therefore both of  these great persons did their best and established this Anandpur Sri Ramkrishna Math and embodied 
the dreams of  Swamijee.
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Sri Tilak Vidyalaya at Madhupur 
Sri Tilak Vidyalaya was established in 1922 A.D. in the memory of  the great freedom fighter Bal Gangadhar Tilak. In 
those days, this School was a major centre of  freedom-movement. The freedom-fighters were gather, in this school from 
time to time to speed up the freedom movement.  Mahatma Gandhi, Kaka Kalelkar, Dr. Rajendra Prasad, Swami 
Vivekanand, Swami SahajanandSarswati, Jai Prakash Narayan and Krishna Vallabh Sahay etc. were some of  those 
fighters who visited this place. The speech, made by Mahatma Gandhi on 09.10.1935 is still inscribed on the slab of  the 
school.

Noldhenga Rajbari
150 years ago, Noldhenga Rajbari was built by a king of  Bangladesh. This Rajbari was built for fruition of  their 
luxurious life. The construction features of  Rajbari are a composition of  the matchless artistic work. According to the 
local people, there are 52 doors and 53 windows in this Rajbari. The Rajbari was built with the exported iron, made in 
England. According to an interesting myth about this Rajbari ,  the King ordered his guards to warn thrice  if  anyone try 
to enter his Rajbari without permission,  and if  he did not response in spite of  this warning , then they could shoot him. 
One night, the King came out from his Rajbari to urinate/pee. The guard thought that some unauthorised person is 
trying to enter the Rajbari. The guard warned thrice. But the King couldn't answered because the sacred thread (Janoi) 
was on his ear during urinate. Due to this misunderstanding, the guard fired and the King shot dead consequently. The 
queen also jumped into the well of  Rajbari and committed suicide in the grief  of  king's death. The Rajbari is 
surrounded by a large boundary of  twenty acres. All the luxurious facilities for grand livelihood were available including 
separate rooms for elephants and horses. Shooting of  many Hindi and Bangla movies were arranged here in different 
intervals. Some of  such movies are 'Anwar ka AjibKissa, Ora Char Jon, Bhalowasa, Podbhoola, Dadar kirti etc. with total 
of  two dozens movies. Actor/actresses like Nawazuddin Siddiqui,  Pankaj Tripathi, Prasenjeet, Mahua Ray Choudhury, 
Rupa Ganguly and veteran director Buddhdev Bhattacharjee were prominent persons who  visited this Rajbari for the 
shooting of  their movies.
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Khandoli Tourist Spot at Giridih
Khandoli Tourist Spot / Giridih is situated approximately 10km. far from District Head Quarters. This is one of  the 
delightful tourist places of  Jharkhand. This is located approx. 1.5km. away from Giridih-Madhupur Highway. Huge 
crowd from all corner of  surrounding areas arrives here during winter season, summer vacation and some special 
occasions. The beauty of  this area automatically attracts the interest of  tourists. The Khondoli Mountain is basically a 
dam which has spread in a large area. Besides the Dam, the beautiful park and the swings for elders and children, work of  
art at different places appears to be very beautiful. The Dam of  this place is known for boating in natural atmosphere. 
The visiting tourists are always fond of  boating in this dam. This Dam is also an ideal place for migrating birds. The 
Siberian birds arrive here after deciding a long flight of  thousand and thousand kilometers to stay here during the month 
of  January-December and return back in March-April. Inside and outside the park, there exists reflection of  civilization 
and culture of  Jharkhand. The tourist also enjoys trekking on Khandoli Mountain. Whenever any tourist visits this 
beautiful sight, he never forgets the lovely sceneries for many of  years.

Usri Falls, Giridih
The Usri Fall exists at the midst of  dense forest of  Usri river, situated approximately 13km. eastern side from Giridih 
town. This site is located in approx. 2km. far inside the dense forest from Giridih-Dhanbad Highway. This is an 
important picnic spot for people of  Jharkhand, Bihar, West Bengal and its surrounding area. More or less, five water-falls 
exist in this lovely area. The water appears to look like milk, when it falls from height. The cold and clean water of  Usri 
river, which flows between the big rocks, attract the mind. The huge trees of  shaal of  both bank of  the river and the dense 
forest creates wonderful beauty of  nature. Tourists arrive here throughout the year, but during the months of  December-
January, huge numbers of  people come here to enjoy their picnic. You can take an attractive view of  entire area from the 
watch-tower, constructed at the top of  the rocks. The nature has given everything for the enjoyment of  nature-lovers. 
Peaceful and clean atmosphere together with the dense forest as well as melodious sounds of  flowing water make Usri 
Fall -delightful and special one. 
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St. Francis Xavier Church at Andal
The East India Company was founded in London in 1845 for expansion of  trade in India. It signed its first contract in 
1849 for the construction of  a short, experimental railway line and the route selected covered a stretch of  121 miles 
from Howrah to Raniganj via Burdwan. With establishment of  a Railway station at Andal, some Catholics settled down 
there. Thus they needed a place to worship, a Church and a Priest to fulfill the need of  the Catholics of  the area.  Most 
Revd. Ferdinand Perier SJ, Arcbishop of  Calcutta, purchased 0.80 acres of  land from railway. “Among the stations of  
'line' work, 36 kms east of  Asansol, we meet Andal, the seat of  a minor railway workshop, with a township and a 
Christian community, in those days mainly Anglo Indians. The responsibility to look after the spiritual needs of  the sub-
station was with the pastors of  Sacred Heart Church, Asansol. A Grotto of  Lady of  Lourdes and St. Francis Xavier's 
nursery were built in 1998 by Fr. Lawrence Pinto with the help of  Berg Parish, Austria. In April 1999 it was made a 
quasi-Parish. On December 1998 the Titular of  the church was changed to St. Francis Xavier's Church. In December 
2004 it was erected in to a parish with Fr. Van as the first Parish Priest. It is the only church in Andal locality. All 
Christian's festivals are celebrated here and fairs are organized. People of  several religions attend the festivals and fairs 
here with family. It's nearest Railway Station is Andal Railway Station which is 186 km from Howrah/Kolkata in 
Howrah – New Delhi Route. Distance from Andal Railway Station is about 100 meters on foot.

Patharol Maa Kali Temple
The Patharol Maa Kali Temple was established about 450 years ago by Digvijay Singh, the king of  Patharol. King 
Digvijay Singh was a great worshiper of  Goddess Maa Kali. One day, the Goddess Maa Kali appeared to him in a dream 
and asked him to bring her idol (Statue/Pratima) situated in Patua Bazar of  Calcutta and install it at Patharol. The king 
obeyed the instruction of  Maa Kali and brought the said Pratima from Calcutta and installed it at Patharol. Since then, 
this temple has remained in the centre of  faith of  the local people. The temple is still managed and maintained by king's 
10th Descendant. A crowd of  millions of  devotees overflow into the temple at Kali Puja and Navaratri.
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Durgapur Steel Plant

Durgapur Steel Plant set up in late fifties is a leading producer of  long products &only producer of  Forged Railway 
Wheels & Axles in the country. Plant started production with an initial crude steel capacity of  1 MPTA (million ton per 
annum) in 1959, which has been progressively increased to 1.8 MTPA during the modernization in nineties and further 
to 2.2 MTPA during recently completed Modernization & Expansion Plan (MEP). Durgapur having geographical 
location of  27' North and 88. 29' East, located at a distance of  158 KM from Kolkata is situated on the banks river 
Damodar. It has excellent connectivity with various parts of  the country as NH-19 (erstwhile GT road) and main 
Kolkata-Delhi railway line passes through it and direct air connectivity has been established through recent starting of  a 
number of  flights from local airport i.e. Kazi Nazrul Islam Airport, Andal. Durgapur Steel Plant Township is spread 
over a sprawling 40 sq. kms. and has more than 25,000 dwelling units. And it has housing facilities for the employees of  
DSP, ASP and other business associates. The other amenities include schools, both primary and secondary, a 640 bed 
hospital with modern medical facilities, the picturesque park, a number of  cultural centres, a stadium with a sitting 
capacity of  15,000, etc.DSP produces liquid steel through conventional BF-BOF route, which is cast into billets, 
blooms & rounds in its Billet casters (2 Nos), Bloom caster and new Bloom cum Round caster. The finishing mills 
comprise of  Merchant Mill to produce special quality EQR TMT bars (20 &25 mm), Section Mill for Structural 
(Angles/Channels/Joist) and new state of  the art Medium Structural Mill (MSM) to produce next generation parallel 
beams, channels and equal angles. Unique feature of  this plant is its Wheel & Axle Plant for making forged wheels and 
axles catering to Indian Railways. The product portfolio has evolved over the years with changing requirements of  
railways and includes a variety of  loco and coach wheels. Recently DSP has developed LHB wheels in-house and has 
received trial orders from Indian Railways.

Durgapur -The Steel CityBhiringi Samsan Kali Temple near Durgapur
Bhiringi Samsan Kali Temple is situated at a distance of  about 10 Km. from Durgapur Railway Station. This temple was 
founded in 1852 AD (1259 of  Bengali Year). It was founded by Siddha Tantrik Gurudev—Sri Akshay Kumar Roy of  
Bhiringi, Durgapur-13, Dist-Bardhaman. In this great endeavor Naga Baba Tulsidas Gosain Maharaj of  Buxar, Bihar was 
with him. In pursuance of  Naga Baba's desire in the Bengali year 1259, the idol of  Goddess Kali Mata was installed on 
Panchamundi seat (The seat consisting of  five heads). This Temple stands on the burning ghaat of  Bhiringi village. 

The yearly Puja and Mahotsav of  KALI MATA is organized on Amabasya in the dead of  night in the month Agharayana 
(December, after Dipawali). This Temple is located in a plot of  land measuring 4 Bighas.“Siddhatantrik” Sri SriAkshay 
Kumar Roy, “Tantrikcharya” Sri Sri Jagdish Chandra Roy, Sri SriAbantika Roy, “Gurudev” Sri Sri Rabindranath Roy 
devoted themselves for this Temple throughout their lifetime. On every “Amabashya”, at night more than 500 disciples 
take “Prasad” after “Puja” and “Hom”. On the occasion of  the yearly Puja day- Puja path, Hom Yagna are performed 
and more than 30,000 disciples take the Prasad of  Kali Mata. Over a lac of  people assemble on this Puja day.
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Durgapur Barrage
Durgapur Barrage is built across the Damodar River at Durgapur in Bankura district and partly in Paschim Bardhaman 
district of  West Bengal. It was constructed by Durgapur Valley Corporation mainly for the purpose of  irrigation and 
also to supply water to industrial township of  Durgapur. It was constructed in the year 1955 and later the irrigation and 
canal system was transferred to the Government of  West Bengal in the year-1964. It fulfils the purpose of  irrigation to 
Poorva and Paschim Bardhaman, Bankura, Howrah and Hooghly districts of  West Bengal. Durgapur Barrage is 692 
meters (2,270 ft.) long and has 34 gates (Including under sluice). One of  the prime attractions of  the city, the barrage is 
built to control the overflowing Damodar River in the monsoons. The barrage also connects Durgapur with Bankura.  
This place isn't just a beautiful sight but can also be a memorable experience. It is also a picnic spot for the people of  
Durgapur and nearby areas. The River of  this barrage is also famous for the people celebrate the most auspicious Chhath 
Puja in this region.  This is one of  the most popular tourist destinations in Durgapur. This structure keeps the flow of  
River Damodar, notorious as “Sorrow of  Bengal” in check. The structure and the adjoining bridge offer a breathtaking 
view for the visitors who arrive at this place. Apart from Bhabani Pathak's Tilla which finds its mention in author Bankim 
Chandra Chattopadhyay's classics Durgesh Nandini and Bande Mataram.
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Alloy Steel Plant
ASP is located at Durgapur in Burdwan district of  West Bengal around 175 KM from Kolkata, along the Howrah-Delhi 
Main Railway line & Grand Trunk Road (National Highway-2). It is spread over an area of  around 4.67 Sq. KM 
(467.22 Hectare).ASP has a diverse product portfolio of  over 400 grades catering to critical end-use by strategic sectors 
like, Defence, Railways, Automobiles, Power Plants, Heavy Engineering & Manufacturing Industries, including Steel 
Plants.  ASP's product basket includes Carbon Constructional Steels, Alloy Constructional Steels (Ni bearing, Cr-Mo 
bearing & Cr-Ni-Mo bearing), Case Hardening Steels, Die Blocks, Creep Resistant Steels, Spring Steels & High Mn 
Steels (Hadfield). ASP manufactures high impact resistant steels (armour grade steels) for Defence application and 
special steels for Naval application. ASP also manufactures Stainless Steels (Austenitic, Ferritic & Martensitic), 
including colouring of  stainless steel plates for decorative applications.ASP has a diverse product portfolio of  over 400 
grades catering to critical end-use by strategic sectors like, Defence, Railways, Automobiles, Power Plants, Heavy 
Engineering & Manufacturing Indutries, including Steel Plants.  ASP's product basket includes Carbon Constructional 
Steels, Alloy Constructional Steels (Ni bearing, Cr-Mo bearing & Cr-Ni-Mo bearing), Case Hardening Steels, Die 
Blocks, Creep Resistant Steels, Spring Steels & High Mn. Steels (Hadfield). ASP manufactures high impact resistant 
steels (armour grade steels) for Defence application and special steels for Naval application. ASP also manufactures 
Stainless Steels (Austenitic, Ferritic & Martensitic), including colouring of  stainless steel plates for decorative 
applications. Since its inception, SAIL has been instrumental in laying a sound infrastructure for the industrial 
development of  the country. Besides, it has immensely contributed to the development of  technical and managerial 
expertise. It has triggered the secondary and tertiary waves of  economic growth by continuously providing the inputs for 
the consuming industry.
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AIR-CONDITIONED ROOMS

LCD TV IN ROOMS

WELL APPOINTED ROOMS WITH ATTACHED MODERN BATHS

24 HOURS RUNNING HOT / COLD WATER

TELEPHONE IN ROOMS

LAUNDRY SERVICE
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CAR RENTAL
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3. Inauguration of two Rest Rooms for Ladies Staff at Asansol Station : Inauguration of  two Rest Rooms for 
Ladies Staff  at Asansol Station was done on 15.08.2020. It is fully equipped with modern toilet fittings and 
facilities related to women like sanitary napkin vending machine, benches etc.

4. Inauguration of Renovated VIP Room : Inauguration of  Renovated VIP Room attached with SM's Chamber at 
Asansol Station was done on 15.08.2020.
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Good Work Done in Asansol Division
(From April'20 to March'21)

1. Rebuilding of Bridge no 436 for 25T Axle load on Rajdhani Routes between Andal – Durgapur on 

quadruple section : It was taken as a challenge to complete the bridge in Covid-19 unlock-1 period  taking all 
safety and COVID-19 related precautions and successfully completed during June without hampering traffic 
movement.

2. ECO park besides DRM Building : A mega tree plantation programme was organised on World Environment 
Day (05.06.2021) at newly developed Eco Park at DRM's Office where a total of  1250 fruit bearing and 
medicinal trees were planted. Beside this Eco-Park, Eco-Centre was inaugurated by the lady staff  of  DRM office 
and a Eco-Zone was inaugurated by the staff  of  control office, DRM building.
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7. Inauguration of Waste Management System and Plastic Shredder : AGM/E. Rly. in presence of  
DRM/Asansol and other Officers/Staff  inaugurated Waste Management System & Plastic Shredder Machine at 
Asansol station on 24.8.2020. These are very environment-friendly measures and will go a long way in producing 
positive results in connection with environment protection  and  cleanliness.

8. Thorough renovation of Washable Apron at ASN Station at Platform No.4 : The work of  thorough repair of  
washable apron was sanctioned in 2017–18 at a cost of  2.44 Cr of  PF-4 at Asansol station. Using the COVID -19 
Lockdown period due to lesser frequency of  passenger trains, traffic block was sanctioned over a period of  30 days 
from 05.09.20 to 04.10.20 in between km 211/31 – 212/23.  The speed of  trains passing over this newly 
constructed washable apron will be 30 kmph against 10 kmph permitted on the traditional apron. Apart from 
speed advantage, its durability, longevity, ease of  maintenance and improvement in track geometry will also be 
beneficial. Moreover, with the use of  wider base sleepers, it has ensured the safe and smooth movement over this 
apron to cater the increased traffic load.
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5. Inauguration of Renovated Park : Inauguration of  Renovated Vivekananda Park in Durand Colony and 
Nilkantha Park in Traffic Colony was done on 15.8.2020. The various items have been provided for kids, fountain, 
scrap to art, all round pathway for walking etc.

6.  New Ladies Staff Rest Room at DRM office : New Ladies Rest Room has been constructed and inaugurated by 
DRM/ASN on 14.08.2020 at DRM office compound for ladies staff. Ladies Rest Room is spread over 50 Sq 
Mtr area. It includes one Rest Room, one Changing Room, one Napkin vending/destroyer room, one bathroom, 
one urinal, two toilets having all western fittings for easy use by elderly lady staff. Health faucet, soap tray, cloth 
hook, towel rail, big mirror, steel shelves have been provided.
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11. Renovation of RUB No. 533 :  RUB No.533 near Asansol Good Shed has been renovated (one span) and 
dedicated to Asansol citizens by Shri Babul Supriyo, Hon'ble Minister of  State for Environment, Forest & Climate 
Change on 11.01.2021.

12. Inauguration of Newly constructed Ladies' Rest Room at Durgapur : Newly constructed Ladies' Rest Room 
at Durgapur station has been inaugurated by General Manager, Eastern Railway during Feb'21.

9. Utilization of scrap PSC sleepers at Vidyasagar : Released scrap PSC sleepers have been utilized for 
construction of  road (80m) and development of  ground of  SSE/PW/VDS store (950m2) by providing 4000 
Nos scrap PSC sleepers during September.

10. Provision of Bus Stand : Provision of  small Bus Stands near DRM office - 03 nos small Bus Stands have been 
provided at both side entries of  DRM office for the staff  of  DRM office during Nov' 20.
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15. Conversion of GS coaches to COVID 19 Isolation coaches : Total 25 Nos. ICF coaches were converted into 
Isolation Coaches with all prescribed facilities to cater to COVID-19 infected patients during April.

16. Manufacturing of Hospital Beds and Stretchers : Mechanical C&W Deptt. manufactured 10 beds and 02 
stretchers using released berths from Isolation coaches. 25 Nos. Saline Stand and 21 Nos. Trolleys for Medical 
Oxygen were also made during April.

13. Development of  New Ecological Park at Asansol : New Ecological Park/Golf  Ground at Asansol Domohani 
Railway Colony has been developed and inaugurated by General Manager, Eastern Railway during Feb.

14. Renovation of Control Office at DRM Office : The main control office at DRM office have been thoroughly 
renovated by providing ply and laminated sheet, sliding glazed aluminum gates, floor tiles and old tables were 
changed during March.
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19. Digitised Optical based Remote Monitoring system for Rolling-in Examination : A Digitized Optical Based 
remote monitoring system for Freight rakes Rolling in examination has been installed at strategically important 
location at 02 locations at Up-Yard Andal, West Down Departure Yard and Durgapur Steel Exchange Yard/Andal, 
covering rakes movement to the Yard during June. This system is fully automated Rolling-in system; with axle box 
temperature recording ensures minimal human interference and eliminates chances of  human error. This system is 
capable of  providing web based monitoring facility.

20. 5.5 KVA Solar Panel & Inverter at MDSTI : 5.5 KVA Solar Panel with inverter has been installed during February 
at BOXN Multi-Disciplinary Specialized Training Institute. Roof  of  the Institute is utilized to install the 12 Solar 
Panels. Each panel has capacity of  325 Wp, which is sufficient to cater the entire Electrical load of  the Training 
Institute.

17. Manufacturing of Medical Oxygen Trolleys : Mechanical C&W Deptt. has manufactured 19 Trolleys for 
Medical Oxygen (cumulative-40 Trolleys) for use in Hospital and Isolation Coaches for dealing with COVID-19 
cases during May'2020.

18. Solar powered Rolling-in Hut at Sitarampur & HirapurYard : New Rolling-in hut has been made at Sitarampur 
Yard (HWH End) & Hirapur yard. LED lights used in this Rolling-in hut are powered from Solar panels during 
May'2020.
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23. Automatic Coach Washing Plant was installed on 2nd April, 2021 : Automatic Coach Washing Plant was 
installed on 2.4.2021 near New Coaching Depot in Asansol.  This will facilitate cleaning of  outside coaches while 
on run to faster the procedure.

24. Solar Power System : Solar Power System (05 KVA) has been installed to cater the load of  Administrative 
building at Diesel Shed/Andal during October. Preference to solar system is given taking into the account of  
Geographical condition i.e. Tropic of  Cancer passes through Andal it means the best location to tap Solar energy.

21. QR Coding for monitoring of M&P items : Web based and mobile App based monitoring of  maintenance and 
Breakdown of  M&P items has been developed in Asansol Division during February. All M&P items have been 
assigned separate QR Code. All details related to the equipment can be fetched instantly by just scanning it's QR 
code.

22. Solar Pipe light : Total 64 Nos. Solar pipe light have been installed during February in various shed (ROH Shed-
42, Store Shed-11, CNC Lathe Machine Shed-3, Up Sick Line-8) at Andal. This modern state of  the art day light 
harvesting system allows to enter sun light after filtering the harsh  UV  rays inside shed.  This system is pocket 
friendly and healthy and resulted in improvement of  Illumination level substantially inside shed.
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27. "ASAN AROGYA" App : Asansol Division launched Hospital Management Information System App named 
"ASAN AROGYA" on 3.7.2020, which is available in Google Play Store. It is Android based mobile app for 
Booking Doctor's appointment, Obtaining Lab Reports, Cancel / Re-Scheduling doctor's appointment etc.

28. Renovated Canteen at Divl. Rly. Hospital/ASN : Inauguration of  Renovated Canteen at Divl. Rly. 
Hospital/Asansol has been done on 15.8.2020 as a Staff  Amenity Item for the Railway staff  and their family 
members visiting Divl. Rly. Hospital, Asansol which is equipped with modular kitchen, new chair/table, Doctors' 
Corner etc.

25. Provision of food to underprivileged people during lockdown period : In view of  imposition of  national 
lockdown to contain spread of  COVID-19 pandemic, Asansol Division putting its unflinching efforts to feed 
hungry and poor people across Railway stations. RPF in collaboration with other departments and NGOs, are 
working intensely to provide food & food items to underprivileged people who struggled to earn livelihood.

26. CREATION OF ISOLATION / QUARANTINE ROOM : In view of  containing spread of  COVID-19 pandemic, 
Asansol Divn. put up initiative for creation of  60 beds Isolation Rooms / Quarantine Rooms in Nazrul Mancha 
and Subhash Institute in very short time during April.
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31. Station Centre at Asansol station : Asansol Divn has opened “Station Centre" at Asansol station in Oct'20, 
similar to that of  "City Centre" in metros, as food & entertainment park. Inside Station Centre one can taste food 
at two Restaurants on Wheels, fruit juice at Juice Parlour, rollicking Ice cream at Ice cream parlour. Open stage has 
been created using scrap OHE mast, 2nd hand bricks, debris from Engg site for live performance. Exquisite Scrap 
to Art models giving rich heritage look. This will give additional NFR earning of  approx Rs.14 lac/year excluding 
Restaurant on Wheels.

32. Inauguration of renovated Station building and circulating area at Andal :  Renovated circulating area & 
station building at Andal station have been inaugurated by Hon'ble MoS, Environment, Forest & Climate Change, 
Govt. of  India, Shri Babul Supriyo on 18.02.2021. Stoppage of  13105/06 Sealdah Ballia Exp at Andal was also 
started on date.

29. Oxygen Pipeline System : Inauguration of  Oxygen Pipeline System has been done on 15.8.2020 as a Staff  
Amenity Item for the benefit of  indoor patients of  Railway officers/staff  and their family members undertaking 
treatment at Divl. Rly. Hospital, Asansol.

30. ISO Certification : On 9.9.2020, Asansol Divn received ISO 9001:2015 & ISO 45001:2018 certifications for 
Durgapur, Madhupur &Jasidih Stn. From M/S AQC Middle East FZE. These Stn. Already received ISO 
14001:2015 in Nov'19. Thus, all 4 major Stations of  Asansol Divn are certified with ISO 9001, 14001& 45001.
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35. Provision of Escalators at JSME : Two Escalators at Jasidih station were inaugurated by Hon'ble MP/Godda, 
Dr Nishikant Dubey virtually (through video conferencing) on 1.1.2021, DRM/Asansol and other senior 
Railway officers were connected from Divisional Office, Asansol.

36. 3KW Roof  Top Solar Plant each, were commissioned at Thaparnagar, Mugma and Kumardubi stations through 
CSR funding of  M/S MPL during March.

33. Renovation of Upper class Waiting Hall Mankarstation : Renovation of  Upper class Waiting Hall  at Mankar 
station have been completed and inaugurated by Hon'ble MP Shri S. S. Aluwahlia in presence of  Shri Sumit 
Sarkar, DRM, Asansol  on 18.02.2021. One UTS-cum-PRS has also been commissioned at Mankar station on 
18.02.2021.

34. Solar Power Generation System : AGM/E.Rly. inaugurated 3 KW Solar Power Generation System in new 
Green Building of  MEMU Shed in Electric TRS Shed/Asansol on 24.8.2020 to meet electric requirement of  this 
building. Total cost was Rs. 4 Lakhs & Savings per year 67 thousand.
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39. Remote operated trolley : A novel Remote Operated Trolley “COVID EXPRESS” has been developed by S&T 
Department, Asansol for carrying around food, water, medicines and other items to patients housed in COVID 
Isolation Ward in Divisional Railway Hospital, which minimizes the risk of  infection by eliminating the need for 
health-care workers entering the ward and coming in close proximity of  the patients.

40. Preparation of automatic bag sanitizer machine : Automatic bag sanitizer machine has been prepared by S&T 
department of  Asansol  division  & provided at Asansol station for sanitizing the bag or other type of  luggage in 
the form of  fog.

37. Loading at Hazratpur Siding : Hazratpur Siding in Bhimgarh-Palasthali section of  Asansol Divn was closed 
since 2002. After a month of  untiring effort by Business Development Unit & Team Asansol, the track of  
Bhimgarh-Hazratpur section & the siding were made Engg & Comml. fit in a record time of  about 40 days. 1st rake 
loading of  sand was done on 07.09.2020.

38. New Goods Shed at Baktarnagar station : A new Goods Shed has been commissioned at Baktarnagar station 
and sand rake loading have been inaugurated by Shri Sumit Sarkar, DRM/ASN on 19.02.2021. This Goods Shed 
will decongest Raniganj Goods Shed & boost up Divl. Goods loading.
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43. Flagging off of relief materials for Amphan affected people : On 10.7.2020, DRM/Asansol flagged off  four 
trucks loaded with relief  materials (60 items per family in a jute bag) for the people in Amphan affected areas. 
Officers & staff  of  Asansol Divn. contributed voluntarily a total amount of  11.5 lac. Whole Relief  Operation has 
been carried out by Bharat Scouts & Guides of  Asansol Division.

44. One Steam Loco (Fairy Queen) has been installed in front of  DRM Office Gate during March. 

41. Renovation of DRM Office Staff Canteen : On 15.9.2020, renovated DRM Office Staff  Canteen with all 
modern facilities, front façade renovated with ACP &stainless steel railing was inaugurated. Inside renovated with 
vitrified tiles, doors/windows with powder coated Aluminum Glaze Panel. False ceiling with Warm light, 
Courtyard covered with Fiber Reinforcement Plastic (FRP). Service counter, Kitchen & all rooms were thoroughly 
renovated. Premium wash basins with big mirror were provided. Water purifier, fly catcher & surround music 
system have been installed.

42. New SBI ATM Counter : New SBI ATM counter has been constructed and inaugurated by General Manager, 
Eastern Railway on 26.02.2021.
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